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Local News
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A great time
Large crowd attends annual
Kiwanis Gun and Knife Show

Tops in the Valley
Martin, Mann make
All-OVC team

See page 2

i

Board work
Marshals' superiority in
rebounding downs Murray

See page 8
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See page 8
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---- News In Brief
Weather alert sirens to be tested
\during spring drill \Vednesday
Two sirens that make up the weather alert system at Murray State
University will be tested on Wednesday, Mar. 9.
Joe Green, associate professor of public safety on the campus, said
the exact time for the test is not known.
"We will be advised within moments of the alert through the Kentucky State Police," he explained. "The actual decision will be made
in Frankfort to activate the entire state weather alert system."
Each year the system is tested in the spring prior to the season
when violent weather conditions are most likely. The sirens at Murray State are on top of Springer Hall and Woods Hall

Don't forget to vote Tuesday
Citizens are urged to vote in Tuesday's Super Tuesday Presiden
tial
Primary. Polls in the local area will be open from 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m. If
you are unsure of your precinct, contact Calloway County
Clerk
Teresa Rushing at 753-3923 or see related stories in the Mar.
5 issue of
the Ledger & Times

Elsewhere...
ay The Cr°slated Prras

14.4SIliNGTO.V — The presidential candidates are suggesting that
their rivals are disloyal, hypocritical, ineffective, inexperienced and
underhanded in a slew of negative television ads that reflect the
demands of a compressed, high-stakes campaign season.
.VIOOSIA. Cyprus — American helicopters encountered heavy
machine gun fire from an oil platform and several boats in the Persian Gulf. and thousands of Iranians reportedly attacked the Soviet
Embassy in Tehran.
JERUSALEM — Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir blocked a
Cabinet decision on the U.S. Middle East peace plan, while Israeli
soldiers shot and killed two Arabs and stormed a hospital to arrest
protesters.
PANAMA CITY. Pananta — Roderick Esquivel. Panama's ousted
vice president, said from hiding that if Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega
does not relinquish power. Panamanians should take up arms against
him
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is dangling hightechnology sales as an inducement for China to give firm assurances
tt will halt delivery of Silkworm missiles to Iran
liv.ASKLVGTON — East European governments are quieUy
cooperating with U.S. efforts to close business operations affiliated
with the Abu Nidal terrorist group, say U.S. and Soviet bloc sources.
NASH/NG/19N — Line-item veto power, sought unsuccessfully by
chief executives from Ulysses S. Grant to Ronald Reagan. could
upset the delicate balance between the legislative and executive
branches in favor of the president, a new study suggests.
LOS ANGELES — TV and movie producers say it will be business
as usual during a script writer's strike, which begins today, but
writers representatives predict daytime shows, including soap
operas. will be hard hit

1992 Winter Olympics
II She: Albertville. Frartoe
1110etes: Feb 1 16
•Budget: $565 mullion
11Coristruclon costs: $260
mUon
•Rood Improvement costs:
$550 millson
•Albertville population 17 537
III Savoy region population.
300 000
II Site of events: Events will be
held at several mountain towns
throughout the Savoy region
including Aibeatv,Ite, Meribel Les
Menuires and Val diser
II Expected price for U.S. TV
rights: $100 $140 million (rights
for 1988 Winter Games cost ABC
$309 million)
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Gore tells regional rally 'watch for surprise'
From staff, AP reports
Democratic Presidential candidate Albert Gore Jr., campaigning through Southern 'states he
needs to win, contended Saturday
that he is gaining ground on his opponents and predicted "we're going have a great surprise for 'em
on Tuesday."
With his White House hopes
riding on the outcome of Tuesday's voting across the South.
Gore cited polling figures to
bolster his claim that he is gaining
support among undecided voters
who are just now making up their
minds and that his heavy use of
television commercials is having
a "tremendous impact."
'We're now getting reports from
all over the Super Tuesday area ...
demonstrating the momentum is
shifting to the Gore campaign,"
the Tennessee senator said. "The
undecided vote is breaking
decisively in our favor."
"We're going to have a great
surprise for 'em on Tuesday," he
told a moderately-sized crowd
during a one-hour stop at Barkley
Regional Airport in Paducah.
Gore, the only major presidential candidate to visit the imTennessee Senator and
mediate area, told the group of
Presidental Candidate Al
supporters who gathered for the
Gore. Jr. spoke to a crowd of
early-morning rally that Kenapproximately 125 supporters
tuckians would not be disapSaturday morning at Barkley
pointed and that they would
Regional Airport in Paducah.
benefit from his being elected
Gore was the first major
president. Gore said that he
presidential candidate to apt) pear in the immediate area
understood the problems of rural
areas and that he could relate to
during this election campaign.
average Americans. Gore went on
Above, he stresses his point to
to say that he was the only canthe crowd about understanding
didate running from a
the problems of rural
"grassroots" perspective.
Americans, while at right,
Gore makes his way through
Gore refused to discuss how
the crowd shaking hands with
many delegates he hopes to win
Tuesday, when 20 states hold
supporters.
(Citat'd on page 2)

Some changes
to constitution
may move on
Wednesday
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API
Legislative leaders say the Kentucky General Assembly is poised
to act this week on several proposed amendments to the state constitution, ranging from measures
for a state lottery to extended
terms for constitutional officers.
Legislators will return from a
primary election recess on
Wednesday, and House Speaker
Don Blandford said the three-day
work week will be critical for bills

"tat, photos by Greg Travis

1988
Kentucky
General
Assembly

still in the system as the
legislative clock counts down.
"We need to get something going on all legislation this week or
it's going to be tough to get
through," Blandford said.
March 28 is effectively the last
day that legislation can leave
either chamber for the first time,
and Blandford said he is commit(Conrd on page 2)

Kentuckians are four times as
likely to expect bright picture
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentuckians interviewed for a new
poll were nearly four times as likely to expect the next year to improve, instead of damage, their
financial picture, while nearly half
expect no change.
The Bluegrass State Poll found
people ages 18 to 34, the collegeeducated and those in households
with annual incomes of at least
$35,000 were most likely to be optimistic about their finances. The
poll was published in a copyright
story in Sunday's editions of The
Courier-Journal.
The most pessimistic about
their current financial situation

compared with a year ago were
those 50 arid older, those who had
not finished high school, people in
households with union members,
those in households with incomes
under $15,000 and residents of
eastern Kentucky.
The young are "more flexible
more trainable," said Julia Lane
an economist with the liniversit.
of Louisville "Employers are
willing to spend on them,"
therefore this group will have the
higher income.
Overall, the poll found 40 percent of Kentuckians think they will
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Murray High's
speech team
captures first
state victory
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Perspective
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Sports
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
r eceved their home-delivered copy
the The Murray Ledgrur
TImds by 5 30 pm Monday-Friday
isr by 3 30 p m Saturday are urqPd to call 763-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 8 p.m Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
Sam - 12 p m Saturday

Murray High School captured its
first-ever state title with a win at
the team championship of the
Kentucky High School Speech
League State Speech and Debate
Tournament this past weekend in
Lexington at the University of
Kentucky.
Murray took the top prize in the
team sweepstakes with 108 points.
Calloway County finished second
with 93 points and Harrison County was third at 90. A total of 90
schools participated in the state
event
The local individuals placing in
the tournament were.
Broadcasting — Shane Black,
Calloway County, third.
Dramatic Interpretation —

Forecast
Tonight: Fair and mild. Low
in the low to mid 40s South
wind 10 to 15 mph.
Tuesday: Increasing
cloudiness and mild with a 50
percent chance of showers
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for rain ending from the west
Wednesday, partly cloudy
Thursday and a chance of rain
Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

356.5
355.7
The Murray High Speech Team captured its first-ever state title this
past weekend.

((ont'd on page 2)
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Quite a show

Changes...

Gun and knife enthusiasts
from around the area gathered
at Calloway County Middle
School over the weekend for
the annual Murray Kiwanis
Club gun and Knife Show.
Among the visitors were Benton resident Ira Newton, at
left, who took a close look at a
shotgun for sale at one of the
booths; below left, John F.
Clayton, Dixon, talks with
dealer Charles (jibbens of
Sturgis, at right. Below right,
34 dealers offered a wide
range of merchandise at the
show. Proceeds from the event
go to support youth activities
in Calloway County.

41.

-74T III-,

(Coard from page 1)
ted to getting two proposed constitutional amendments through
the House before then.
One would amend the constitution to allow a lottery. The other
would allow the state's constitutional officers to succeed
themselves. Both measures are
strongly supported by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson, who began
personally lobbying legislators on
the lottery bill last week.
Blandford said he hopes to move
both bills out of the House State
Government Committee this
week.
House Majority Whip Kenny
Rapier said last week the lottery
measure had only six or seven of
the 11 votes needed to get out of
committee, but Blandford said
that would change once committee members realize the support
the bill has in the full House.
Another straw vote this week
should show that the 60 votes needed to pass a constitutional amend.
ment in the House are there,
Blandford said.

Picture...
Stan pbotos by David Tuck

(Cont'd from page 1)
be financially better off a year
from now. 11 percent think they
will be worse oft 44 percent think
they'll be about the same and 5
percent said they didn't know. The
percentages are almost identical
to those in a January 1987
Bluegrass State Poll.
Two other polls — in November
1986 and November 1987 — found
less optimism. The November 1987
poll, in which only about three in
10 were optimistic about the
future, was taken a month after
the worst one-day stock market
selloff in history.

where he has invested heavily in
time and advertising.
He stopped in Cincinnati, Ohio,
from page 1)
where television stations beam into northern Kentucky, for a fundDemocziktic contests, including
raising luncheon at a restaurant
.
primaries in 14 Southern and
floating on the Ohio River. He was
border states — the region Gore
also visiting Florida, although
has chosen to jump-start his camknowledgeable campaign sources
paign after bypass* Iowa and
running poorly in New Hampshire. who spoke only on condition of
anonymity said the campaign no
"I have to be one of the strong
longer regards itself as a conleaders in the delegate race on
tender to win Florida or Texas, the
Super Tuesday," Gore said while
two biggest delegate prizes on
in Covington.
Super Tuesday.
Gore campaigned Saturday
through six states, including his
Instead, Gore's aim in those two
home state of Tennessee and the states appears to be
to keep
neighboring states of Kentucky, Missouri Rep. Richard Gephar
dt
Virginia and North Carolina from a victory. Gore's campa
ign
is airing television commercials in
those states that attack Gephardt
for changing positions on issues.

Gore... ICoat'd

Potts arrested
for wanton
endangerment

Larry D Potts, 27, Route 6, Murray, was arrested Friday and
charged with first-degree wanton
endangerment for allegedly
holding a gun on two men after
they picked him up hitchiking on
Kentucky 94 east, according to a
report from Calloway County
Sheriff J.D. Williams.
Williams said the two men
reported the incident to
authorities after Potts apparently
threatened them until they dropped him off at his home.
A $15,000 cash bond has been set
for Potts. He was arrested at approximately 4 p.m Friday

Gore began airing a new commercial critical of Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis, running it
in south Texas and Raleigh.
Durham, N.C.
The ad says,"Take a closer look
at Mike Dukakis. Did you know he
let Massachusetts lose manufacturing jobs at 10 times the national
rate" ... And Dukakis seems to say
he would not object to the Soviets'
establishing client states in our
hemisphere." The ad quotes Time
magazine as calling Dukakis'
foreign policy "mushy and
unsophisticated."
Gore cited tracking polls that he
said put him in strong position in
several states, singling out

OONE'S
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Donald Scott
recovering from
gunshot wound
Donald Glenn Scott, 24, Route 7,
Murray is listed in stable condition
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital from a gunshot wound he
received after he allegedly broke
into the residence of Tammy
Scott, Lynn Grove Apartments.
Saturday night, according to
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams.
Scott has been charged with
second-degree burglary, seconddegree criminal trespassing and
fourth-degree assault. Charger
against Robert Newton, who was
at the apartment and reportedly
shot Scott in the leg, have not been
filed at this time Williams said

Boy dragged
by school bus
near Dexter
Seven-year-old Adam Ragsdale
was injured Friday afternoon
when part of his coat became
caught in a school bus door after
he got out at his home on Kentucky
13443 approximately one-and-a-half
miles east of Dexter, according to
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams.
The boy, a student of North
Calloway Elementary and the son
of Don and Mayda Ragsdale, was
drug on the ground beside the bus
for approximately two-tenths of a
mile to the next stop, the sheriff
said. A cord at the bottom of the
boy's coat became caught in the
door, he explained.
Though the boy suffered no
broken bones in the incident, he
received serious skin damage,
Williams said Ragsdale is listed
in satisfactory condition at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital, a spokesman for the
hospital said today

Off

With Coupon Through March -31
•
.
r

13th Main
753-2552
North 12th
Story Ave. Excludes Delivery Service 603 Main

•

Oklahoma,, Alabama, and North
Carolina as three states where he
was either in a tie for first or
strong second place
Aides said he referred both to
campaign tracking polls, which
were not released in detail, and to
polls from public sources, such as
news organizations.

Read the
want ads daily

Victory...
(Coat'd from page 1)
Leigh Baker, Murray, first, Jason
Woods, C-slloway County, second.
Duo Acting — David Weatherly
and Michelle Whaley, Murray, second; Baker and David Vaughn,
Murray, third.
Persuasive Speaking' — Lanie
Howell, Murray, first.
Prose — Heidi Heiss, Calloway
County, first.
Solo Acting — Howell, Murray.
second.
Story Telling — Patrick Orr,
Calloway County, third.
Lincoln-Douglas Debate — Matt
Yuill, Calloway(ounty. first: Eric
Easley, Murray, second; Amy
Helm, Calloway County, April
Erkman. Calloway County, tied
for third.
Other Murray finalists were:
Debbie Rutledge and Dawn Greer
in Extemporaneous Speaking,
Marty Scarbrough and Matt
Cohen in Humorous Interpretation, Melanie Julian in Persuasive
Speaking, and Gene Cook in
Storytelling. Other Calloway
County finalists were not reported.
Howell was named the recipient
of the Gifford Blyton Book Award.
The award is given to the outstanding speech student in Kentucky.
"The state championship could
be directly attributed to the
students' sacrifices for the team
instead of their own personal
glory," commented Murray coach
Mark Etherton. He is assisted on
the team by Sherri Skelton. Kelli
Burkeen and John Hawks
Murray will now enter the Kentucky Catholic Forensic Tournament this weekend. Winners of
this tournament will qualify for
the Catholic Grand National Tournament in New Orleans later this
year.

The most recent poll found that
residents of urban areas —
Louisville, Lexington and northern Kentucky — were most likely to say they were better off today
than a year ago i 30 percent 1 and
even more optimistic about their
financial future 141 percent People living in eastern and western
Kentucky were most likely to say
they were worse off than a year
ago i 21 percent.1

"As soon as we're confident of
our count, we will work the committee and try to get the bill out of
committee," Blandford said.
"Hopefully we will move the lottery question this next week, out of
committee, and get it on the floor
for a vote."
Blandford also raised the
possibility that another proposed
constitutional change — to allow
longer terms for legislators —
could be
hed to the succession amen ent.
Senate P sident Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose said two other proposed constitutional amendments
would likely be voted out of a
Senate committee this week. One
would allow the General Assembly
to set limits for non-economic
damages in liability cases and
another would allow the General
Assembly to veto executive
regulations.
One of the session's other top
issues — the state budget — is also
likely to figure prominently in the
shortened week. The House Appropriations,- and Revenue Committee is expected to begin putting
the final touches on its version of
the budget

has been taking it, rather than in a
new direction. Of the optimists, 53
percent favored continuing the
Reagan course, compared with
only 33 percent of other
Kentuckians.
Lane said the results indicating
growing optimism about the
economy could be viewed as good
news for Republicans and bad
news for Democrats.
"If the country doesn't go into a
recession, Republicans have a
much better chance" of getting
their presidential candidate
elected in November, she said.
The Couner-Journal interviewed 803 Kentucky adults by
telephone from Jan 22-27 In
theory. in 19 cases out of 20. the
Bluegrass State Poll results would
differ by no more than 3 5 percentage points above or below the
results that would have been obtained by questioning all Kentucky
adults with telephones

Lane said the results support
what she's found in her analysis —
''urban areas are the growth
areas"

The results for some questions
concerning the economy may be
skewed slightly Low-income people, who are less likely to have
telephones than others. tend to
have more pessimistic views of
the economy
The Bluegrass State Poll asked
the follwing

Fifteen percent of those interviewed said they are better off today than a year ago and expect to
be better off in the future, a
category the Gallup Poll classifies
as "super optimists."
The super optimists were also
more likely to say that the nation
needs to continue moving in the
direction that President Reagan

—Compared to your financial
situation at this time last year,
would you say that you are financially better off today, worse off
today or about the same
— How do you feel things will be
next year at this time' Do you
think your financial situation will
be better off next year, worse off
next year or about the same

Finalists announced

Judge dismisses
Robertson's suit
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal judge today dismissed Pat
Robertson's $35 million libel suit
against a former congressman
who questioned his war record
after the GOP presidential candidate agreed to pay the court
costs.
U.S.'District Judge Joyce Hens
Green signed a brief order
dismissing the case "with prejudice," which means that former
Rep. Paul N. McCloskey Jr., RCalif. is legally the victor in the
dispute
Robertson accepted the condition the judge imposed on Friday
in a one-sentence letter from his
attorney Douglas V. Rigler that
was delivered to the judge's
chambers by messenger.

The local chapter of Professional Secretaries International ha
% an
nounced the four finalists for Secretary of the Year. The) are, hack row,
left to right. Gale Vinson and Shirley Reamer, and front row,
left to
right, Marion Hale and Jeanie Morgan. The candidate are chosen
hy
the group's membership. The new Secretary of the Year will he an
flounced April 25 at PSI Executive Night. The Boss of the Year will also
he announced that night.
%tan phoOn by ilittnnok
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PERSPECTIVE
Senate week in review
By SEN. GREG HIGDON
The bill I introduced to extend
tax credits for blended automobile
fuels until June of 1992 was approved by the Senate last week.
I believe this legislation has a
measurable impact on farmers. It
has been estimated that the per
bushel price of corn could be raised anywhere from 10 to 30 cents.
That means more income for the
farmer. And the consumer saves,
as gasohol production and consumption help keep fuel prices
competitive.
There are great possibilities for
gasohol in the future, too. I see increased nationwide distribution as
a distinct possibility. That means
increased demand for corn raised
by Kentucky farmers. It could also
mean a corresponding decline in
dependence on imported oil.
The Senate last week approved
legislation to create a code of
ethics for most state officials, and
also passed yet another measure
in our continuing effort to help
curb campaign-finance abuse in
Kentucky.
We passed and sent to the House
'Atli11 that creates a code of ethics
for elected and appointed officials
of the executive branch of government. Such a code is already in
place for the legislative and
judicial branches.
Senate Bill 3 requires disclosure
of sources of income and business
Interests by state officials. The bill
also creates a Government Ethics
Commission to review potential
violations and enforce the provi:
sions of the code It passed our
chamber 28-5.
Meanwhile, our drive for campaign reform continued last week.
We passed Senate Bill 157, which
would prohibit candidates from
promising jobs to supporters who
contribute more than $2,000 to

their campaigns. The bill is one of
several campaign-reform
measures being considered by the
legislature this session. It passed
by the Senate 27-11.
Not only will the large contributor be prohibited from accepting a job, he or she will not be
allowed to receive a state contract. The bill also allows any
citizen of the state to file suit if
There is reason to believe a candidate or a government employee
has violated the law. The bill now
goes to the House.
In other floor action last week,
we passed bills designed to
regulate the disposal of solid
waste — including waste
generated from out-of-state — in
Kentucky landfills. (Out-of-state
waste has been a little-known, but
growing problem statewide, and
testimony during the interim indicated that significant amounts
of waste from other states is being
dumped into Kentucky landfills —
oftentimes without the knowledge
of local communities.)
The three waste-related bills approved by the full Senate last week
had been previously approved by
the House. House Bill 429 would require fiscal courts and other local
government officials to be notified
as soon as an application is filed
with the state to build, operate or
modify solid-waste landfills. The
other two bills would allow local
governments to charge fees for accepting waste, and require landfills that accept out-of-state waste
to be "contained" landfills — a
step to help ensure public safety.
Meanwhile, our Education Committee approved a bill allowing
school teachers, administrators
and college professors to retire
after 27 years of service without a
reduction in benefits.
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Ronnie and Nancy just say nothing
The yuppie sat down at the bar
and ordered a light beer, then
looked around in a friendly
manner.
In response, I curled my lip
and gave him a hateful stare.
He fidgeted for a moment.
then said:"What the heck's
wrong?"
I told him that I did not take
kindly to those who are a party
to the crime of murder.
"Murder? Me? What are you
talking about?"
I'll tell you what I'm talking
about. Are you now, or have you
ever been,a casual or social user
of any illegal substances?
"Well, sure, I've done a little
grass. Just about everybody in
my generation has. So what?"
Ah, then haven't you heard
what our first lady said about
you?
"Me? I've never even met her."
I meant you as part of a
despicable class. She said that
when you go to your condo:,turn
on your stereo and light up a
joint, you are an accomplice to
murder.
"Listen. I never get high
enough to hurt anyone. All I do
is eat a few chocolate chip
cookies and fall asleep."
Nancy meant that you are a
link in an evil, deadly chain. By
buying that grass. you
contribute io the dirty economic
process that supports the
international drug suppliers,
the smugglers, the runners, the
pushers and finally their
murderous thugs who shoot
people and corrupt the young.
"But the stuff I've smoked is
from California. And my
girlfrierkl gets it from her
cousin, who buys it from a guy in
her aerobics class."
Doesn't matter. It is all part of

considerations. We must weigh
the risks of alienating countries
with whom we have friendly
relations.-There are times when
we must consider the big picture
and exercise restraint.
"Well, it's not very diplomatic
of her to call me a murderer if
Mike Roykci her husband is letting them get
_away with it,And what about the
contras? Haven't I read.that
some of thern.tiave been in the
the same deadly process. And
dope business?"
you are an accomplice.
He stared into his beer for a
The President prefers that
few moments, then said:"You
they be called freedom fighters.
know, I guess she's right."
He often compares them
Then you admit to being an
favorably to Jefferson.
accomplice to murder?
Washington and Franklin.
"If the first lady says so, yes. I
"I didn't know Jefferson was
won't deny it. But let me ask you ever suspected of peddling coke.
something. Don't a lot of these
Maybe I slept through that part
drugs come in here from
of my history class."
Mexico?"
You're missing the point. The
Sure, tons of it. Tons of tons.
freedom fighters are against
"Yeah, that's what I've read.
communism, therefore they
And hasn't the Mexican
must be forgiven some minor
government been kind of
transgressions of our laws.
goofing off in trying to stop the
"I'm starting to understand.
stuff?"
Maybe some of these people are
They haven't been as
dope dealers. But at least they're
cooperative as we would like.
our friendly dope dealers."
"Right. Because a lot of
I suppose that's one way to put
Mexican Cops and politicians
-it.
have probably got apiece of the
"Maybe that's why Nancy has
action?"
never phoned the president of
That's a widespread suspicion. Mexico and told him:'Ronnie
"Like in Panama,_ where that
and I would like you to say'no to
general has been running the
your country's drug dealers.'"
country wha'Stuhning •
That would not be diplomatic.
drugs down there?"
then let me ask you aboutYes, an unfortunate situation. Ferddie Marcos and his wife. All
"Then why hasn't Nancy's
those years they were running
husband taken some kind of
the Philippines, didn't
action? Aren't there economic
everybody pretty well know that
sanctions he can hit them with if they were thieves and tyrants,
'they don't clean up their act on
pocketing the tax money we sent
drugs?"
there and having people
Yes, he has considerable
bumped off or thrown in
powers. But now you're getting
prison?."
into a very complicated subject.
It was Common knowledge,
There are diplomatic
sure.

Royko
Says

"Then why were Nancy and
her husband so friendly with
them. When they got together, it
was always a lot of hugs and
kissy-face. Didn't that make
Nancy and Ron accomplices to
all the low crimes the Marcos
crowd was committing?"
Once again, that is diplomacy.
"Why didn't Nancy just tell
them:'Ferdinand and Imelda, as
a friend, can I ask you a favor.
Would you please spy no to
corruption, tyranny and
murder?'"
Don't be silly. That isn't the
sort of thing you say at a White
House dinner.
"I guess not. But don't the
Reagans have a lot of rich
friends in business and show
biz?"
Yes, they've traveled in some
prosperous circles.
"Then I'll bet some of their
Palm Spring pals have sable
:oats and eat that expensive
beluga caviar."
It wouldn't surprise me. If you
got it, you flaunt it.
"But that stuff comes from
Russia. So anybody who buys it
is an accomplice to the spread of
godless communism."
You may be right.
"You think she ever tells her
rich friends:'Say no to godless.
'communism. Give your sable
wrap to the Salvation Army'?"
That would be socially
presumptuous.
"You're probably right. But I
wish she'd remember to do one
other thing."
What's that?
'If the subject comes up again,
she should say:'Ronnie, say no
to selling weapons to the
ayatollah. Those things can hurt
somebody, dear.'"

Looking Back
Tea years ago
Max Hughes won first place in
Purchase District Region of
Young Farmers' State Soybean
Production Contest.
Jon Mark BilWigton, won first
place in Murray Education
Association Spelling Bee. Other
grade level winners were Mike
Wilkins, Joey Ashby, Mark West,
Doug Tutt and Debbie Roos.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Aubrey Steven
Willoughby, Feb 7, and girl to Mr
and Mrs. Mitch Travis, Feb. 13.
Calloway County High School
Girls' Basketball Team beat
Paducah Tilghman in, opening
games of First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament
High team scorers were Rose
Ross for Calloway and Johnson for
Tilghman
Twenty years ago
About 100 acres were burned
March 5 in an area southwest of
New Providence in Calloway
County, according to Boyce Mc•
Cliiston, forest ranger This included 40 acres of timber and 60
acres of grassland
Pfc Stanley T. Hargrove, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Hargrove, is
serving with 11th Armored
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Calvary Unit in Saigon, Vietnam.
Murray State University lost to
East Tennessee 79 to 75 in playoff
for Ohio Valley Conference
Basketball Title. High team
scorers were Claude Virden for
Murray and Mike Kretzer for East
Tennessee.
Mrs. H.C. Pogue Sr. of Boulder,
Colo., has been the guest of her
nieces, Ruth Sexton and Frances
Sexton.
Thirty years ago
Cal Luther, basketball coach at
DePaul for past four years. will be
the new basketball coach at Murray State College starting July 1,
according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president.
Pvt. John Simmons, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Simmons. is serving with 10th Infantry Division in
Germany His wife is the former
Joann Spann.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. B.J. Saunders,
March 3.
New Concord beat Murray
Training and Benton beat South
Marshall in games of Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament. High team scorers
were Joe Green for New Concord,
Billy Rogers for Murray Training,
J.D. Gammel for Benton and
Green for South Marshall.
Forty years ago
Prentice Lassiter. superintendent of Calloway County Schools,
said he had received a check for
$12,306.12 to be used as supplemental pay for about 67 teachers from
16 schools in Calloway County
School System.
A season's average of $28.23 per
100 pounds for Murray Tobacco
Market has been reported. This
was for 9,041,255 pounds for
$2,552,231.65.
Anne Conner and James
Coursey were married on Jan, 17.
Brewers beat Sharpe and Benton beat Murray Training in
Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament. High
team scorers were Mathis for
Brewers, Inglish for Sharpe. Cole
for Benton and Boyd for Murray
Training.
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FRANKFORT — If the general
Assembly doesn't change its collec- .
tive mind, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
is going to get the opportunity to
show the people that state government can be run satisfactorily
without a tax increase for the next
two years.
He has repeatedly threatened to
veto any tax increase submitted to
him This has convinced legislators
he has earned the right to have his
way although public hearings pro-

-

•

.11

s.('. Van('tiron
vided evidence to the contrary.
The governor wants to withhold
money from employee retirement
funds and funds from agencies
such as Fish and Wildlife and to
shift money from highway funds.
Natural growth isn't going to
take care of the growth in increasing costs of government with a demand in expansion of services to
the people.
Wilkinson seems to be trying to
follow the idea of former Gov. John

Y. Brown Jr. who made so much
noise about running Kentucky like
a business. He set the state back
several years. Wilkinson wants to
increase spending for tourist promotion and for industrial development as a move to improve the
economy.
Apparently a lot of people may
think the economy can be improved so much that sufficient revenue
can be produced for government
without an increase in taxes. He

Letters To The Editor

Church takes stand against lottery
Dear Editor:
The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints announced today that they have joined forces
with the group, Citizens Against
State Lottery, to actively oppose
the establishment of a lottegs in
t•#',
Kentucky.
President James R. McCammon, a church leader in Kentucky,
speaking in behalf of the church
state that there can be no question
about the moral ramifications of
gambling and the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints stands
opposed to gambling; including
government-sponsored lotteries
Public lotteries although advocated as a means of relieving
the burdens of taxation, time after
titne have only added to the problems of the financially disadvantaged by taking money from them
and giving nothing in return. The
poor and elderly become victims
of the inducements that are held
out to purchase lottery tickets on
the remote chance of winning a
substantial prize.
In addition to being morally
wrong for the state to be in the
business of exploiting the
weaknesses of its citizens, lotteries are not effective economic

u‘hul,

7.

vehicles of raising money. In other
states where lotteries were expected to provide significant
amounts of money to supplement
tax income, revenues have fallen
short of projections. The dollars
that have been earmarked for certain programs have not provided
enough new income to help and in
some cases have only aggravated
the problems; since the amounts

of income have fluctuated from
year to year making it impossible
to count on specific levels of
funding.
Sincerely,
Rick Kaestner
Public Communications Dept
50 East North Temple St.
Salt Lake City, Utah
84150

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital complimented
Dear Editor:
Murray and Calloway County
are fortunate to have such wonderful medical facilities and physicians as are available at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
My family and I became most
aware of this recently during the
final illness and death of my husband, George Fischer. George
couldn't have received any finer
care anywhere. Of this, I am
convinced.
I can't say enough about the
almost constant attention given
him by the doctors and nurses, and
the concern and sympathetic

understanding shown to me and
other members of our family by
the other members of the
hospital's staff.
We retired and moved to this
area from Chicago 18 years ago,
but we didn't realize until
George's illness and death that we
had been so warmly accepted by
the people of this area as was
reflected in the outpouring of
Christian love of so many friends,
and for this we are most grateful
Sincerely.
Manuella Fischer
Route 2
Buchanan, Tn.

also touts a lottery which may be
in trouble in the legislature now.
This is the first time in recent
memory when the legislature
wanted to raise taxes and the
governor opposed it. The last time
this happened was back in 1946
when Republican Simeon Willis
was governor. World War II was in
progress when about all materials
and supplies as well as human effort were devoted toward winning
the war.
The Democrat leadership
rewrote the governor's budget and
put more money into it for health
and welfare and education. The
tuberculosis hospitals were built
then. They also managed to complete some roads started in the
previous administration.
While Joe Clarke, chairman of
the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee calls the governor's
budget a disaster and lousy, even
Clarke is willing to let the governor
have his way regardless of what
happens.
Speaker Don Blandford, and
others in the leadership in both
branches, are willing to let the
governor hang himself if he is so
determined.
They say the legislature will have
to be called back in less than two
years to find more revenue.
Politically, it boils down to the
fact that the legislators don't want
to take the blame alone for a tax increase. They would be willing to
bite the bullet and increase taxes if
the governor would try to sell it to
the people. Since he won't do that
They seem to have become just as
determined as the governor in an
opposite stand.
They are going to give him his
way to a point. They are not going
to rob other agencies and parts of
government to give Wilkinson more
money he wants for his pet projects
in education and not fund some
already on the books.
Now, on with the show. Let the
governor have his way while the
state falls further behind.
•
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MURRAY TODAY
AlegTia-Dunaway wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Speed of
Mayfield announce the engagement,and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Miss Rebecca
Aileen Alegria, to Timmy Lee
Dunaway,son of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Dunaway of Rt. 1, Farmington.
The bride-elect graduated from
Graves County High School in
1987. She is employed by Lady J's
of Mayfield.
The groom-elect graduated
from Sedalia High School in 1985.
He is employed by General Tire &
Rubber Co. of Mayfield.
The wedding is scheduled for
Saturday. March 19, at 7 p.m. at
Farmington Baptist Church.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will
be sent. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Rebecca Aileen Alegria and
Timmy Lee Dunaway,to marry

Windy Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

AAUW will hear Sue Darnell on Tuesday
Sue Darnell, NASA Space and
Education Ambassador and Kentucky Teacher in Space representative from Paducah, will be guest
speaker at a meeting of Murray
Branch of American Association
of University Women on Tuesday,
March 8, at Calloway Public
Library.
She is currently employed by
Paducah Independent School
System as space Education Coordinator and mathematics teacher
at Paducah Tilghman High
School.
In this position she coordinates
district-wide activities of 36 Young
Astronaut Clubs, conducts teacher
workshops nationwide, makes
classroom and assembly presentations statewide and serves as a
consultant to interested districts
within the state as Paducah paves
the way for other districts with its
district-wide pilot prdgram of
Aerospace education.
Darnell received her B.A. and

M.A.T. degrees from Murray
State University. Her teaching experience includes five years in
Marshall County, two years as
Teacher in Space Consultant for
the state of Kentucky and at
Paducah Tilghman High School.
In observance of National
AAUW Week, March 6-12, the
outstanding graduating seniors
from Calloway County High
School and Murray High School
will be. honored guests.
Jane Rogers, president, presided at the February meeting held at
Calloway Public Library.
Three members presented a
program. They shared their
knowledge related to women in the
arts. Ann Herron gave an informative and historical overview of
women in drama. Effie Kemp
described the life-long contributions of Margo Fontaine to the
ballet. Emily Wolfson concluded
the presented with displays
representing women's work in the

visual arts.
Paula Hulick reminded
members of the up-coming house
bills and led a discussion concerning the Kentucky constitution and
budget distributions.
In conjunction with National
AAUW Week, an Educational
Foundation Project was planned
to research outstanding alumni
women of Murray State University in terms of their achievement
and contribution.
Mrs. Rogers announced that
Mary Ellen Donely had received
the first Jackson Purchase__
scholarship. Two annual scholarships will be presented jointly with
the Paducah Branch of AAUW.
Announcements were made of
Training and Planning School at
Holiday Inn South, Elizabethtown,
March - 26; regional meeting in
New Orleans, La., June 16-18; and
fall convention with Mayfield
Branch as hostess Sept. 16-17 at
Kenlake Hotel

Community events listed
Monday, March 7
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public
Library.
————
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Church and Cooperative
Ministry, Inc., will have a council
meeting at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. This is open to the
public.
————
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Golden Corral Restaurant.

Monday, March 7
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Bible Class (nondenominational) is scheduled at 7 p.m. at
New Life Christian Center, east
side of court square.
————
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at
6:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church.
————
Betty Sledd Group of First Baptist Church Women will meet at7
p.m. with Nancy Jones.
————
Children's activities will be at 6
p.m. and Teen and Younger Men
will play basketball at 7 p.m. in
gym at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
————
CPR Class, sponsored by
American Red Cross Chapter, will
start at 6:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For
information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.

Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.

ARGAIN SHOWS • ALL SEATS S2.5(
SAT SUN. AFT. & TUES. NITE
753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER
0 Asada+ly Award Maw

MOONSTRUCK
otrk

7:00
9:00

NICOLAS CAGE

MOLLY RINGWALD

w"s`

laa• Tanga.

"For Keeps'
"You're what?!"

7:11
9.19

An ACT test workshop for high
school seniors planning to take
ACT test will be from 6 to 8 p.m. in
Calloway County High School
Library. For information call
762-2716.

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

ROBIN WILLIAMS in
GOOD MORNING
VIETNAM
1
4,

A genealogy class will start at 6
p.m. in Pogue Library, Murray
State University. For information
call 762-2716.
————
A class in basic skills of beginning cake decorating will start at
6:30 p.m. at Murray State University. For information call 762-2716.

HARR/SON
FORD
..FRANTIC
SHOOT TO
KJLL
SIDNEY PO(TIER
TOM BERENGER •

A classical music course will
start at 7 p.m. at Murray State
University. For information call
762-7716.

RICHARD PRYOR

MOVIPIG

Murray High School Boys'
Basketball team will play
Hickman County in second game
of First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament at Graves
County High School, Mayfield.
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QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

Mon,. Tues., & Wed. Special
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Skirts
.29
Pleats Extra
No Limit
Expires 3/9/88

1E
1
One
HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

Shirts
Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

,Gr$379
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Tuesday, March 8
Tuesday. March 8
Midway from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
Blood pressure checks, diabetes follows: South Murray at 11 a.m.
and anemia screening and cob at Sirloin Stockade; New Prorectal cancer kits tirilibe offered__ ...yidence_g_ t..p,ni,at.tiopie of Debbie Reynolds; Paris Road at 11:30
Caocer Support Group will meet a.m. at Golden Corral.
at 2 p.m. for a film on Breast Self.
— — •
Examin board room of Murray.
Lenten Penitential Service will
be at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Calloway County Hospital.
Church
Alzheimer's Support Group will
————
First Regional High School
meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County Basketball Tournament will conHospital.
tinue at Graves County High
School, Mayfield.
————
Meeting of Living with Diabetes
Wednesday, March 9
has been changed from today to
Murray -Calloway County
Friday.
Ministerial Association will meet
————
at 1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
Events in Land Between the
County Hospital.
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
————
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m at
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
Homeplace-1850.
follows4
. 3otte rtown at 930 a.m at
————
home 'of Sandra Gallimore;
Basketmaking class will start at
Pacers at 9:30 a.m and Potter6 p.m. in Room 226 of Stewart
town at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea ParStadium, Murray State University. Holiday Inn. Harris Grove at
ty. For information call 762-2716.
10 a.m. at Ellis Center
————
————
Tom King, tenor, and Vicki
Free blood pressure checks for
King, pianist, from Oxford, Miss.,
senior citizens will be given from
will present a free recital at 8 p.m.
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Comin Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
munity Center. Activities will be
Arts Center, Murray State
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch
University.
at noon.
————
Murray Branch of AAUW will
-— — —
Willis Center will be open from
meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
10 a.m. to 2 p m. for activities by
Library with Sue Darnell of Space
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
senior citizens
Program as speaker
Baptist Church will have its Week
————
————
of Prayer program and meeting at
Blankenship Circle of South
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
1:30 p.m
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m
————
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of In South Side Manor Recreational
at church.
Columbus, will be played at 7 p.m. Hall.
————
in Parish Center, St. Leo's
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
Murray Lions Club is scheduled
Catholic Church.
and 3:30 p.m at Calloway Public
——_—
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Library.
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m. Woman's Club House.
and 3:30 p.m. at Cidiloway Public
————
Goshen United Methodist
Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m
— ——
Order of the Eastern Star will
at church.
Program on ''Gardening" by
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
County Extension Agent Ted
————
Circles of First United
Howard will be at 1 p.m. at
Positive Parenting will meet at
Calloway Public Library.
Methodist Church Women will
11:30, a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
meet as follows: Wesleyan with
Holiday Inn.
————
Inez Jones at 7 p.m.; Hannah with
Prayer Coffee by Murray Chris————
Ann Boone and Ruth Wilson at
tian Women's Club will be at9:30
Senior citizens' activities will be
church at 7:30 p.m.
a.m. at home of Janie Richardson. at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
————
————
Ladies' Bridge with Sue Wells as
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
A Social Security representative
hostess will be at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks
p.m. at Ellis Center.
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
Country Club.
from 10 am. to 12 noon
————
Easter Bunny Hop for Muscular
Health Expres of Murray.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
Dystrophy Association will be at
Calloway County Hospital will be
American Legion Building. South
Apple Tree School.
at Post Office at Buchanan, Term,
Sixth and Maple Streets
————
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at City Hall
————
Robertson and Carter Elemenat Puryear. Tenn., from 12:30 to
Health Express of Murray. tary Centers
will have a skating
2:30 p.m. Blood pressure checks,
Calloway County Hospital will be
party from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
diabetes and anemia screenings
at Ellis Center, Murray, from 9 to
Skating of Murray.
and colo-rectal cancer kits will be
11 a.m. and at Uncle Willie's at
————
offered.
————
Diet
and
Diabetes
will meet at 2
Monday-Saturday March 7th-14th
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Men's Tailored Spring Sportcoats
Hospital.

Sale $445°

Ottosiv.,

Wednesday, March 9
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Report cards will be distributed
first five minutes of school day
and returned last five minutes at
Murray High School A sheet will
be available for students to take
home
First Regional_ High School
Basketball Tournament will be at
Graves County High - School.
Mayfield.
————
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be Mass at 12:15 and 7
p.m.; Romans 8 study in Parish
Center at 1 p.m.: High Scool Confirmation at 4 p.m.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Bible Study at 630 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practiOe. at 7:30
p.m
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9 46
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10 46
a.m.; Fellowship Supper and
Youth Handbells at 5 30 p m.
Prayer meeting, Youth
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
at 6:30 p.m Adult—Choir at 7.45
p.m.
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m ; Wesley luncheon at 11 30
a.m , Youth Club at 5 p m
————
In observance of Week of
Prayer for Home'Missions, a mis.
sion film will be showed at 7 p m
at Elm Grove Baptist Church
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
meting, Youth Bible' Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m
————
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include youth pizza party at 6
p.m.; business meeting at 7 p m.
Youth Choir practice at 8 p.m.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 km. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplate-1850.
————
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc Board of Directors will meet
In Conference Room of Central Office, 400 North Fifth St., ilayfield,,
at 2 p.m.

Sir Christopher Wren laid the
first stone of the foundation for the
present St. Paul's, Cathedral in
London in 1675.

•
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This
Wssoks
Special

Men's Slightly
Irregular & Third
Quality Spring Sportcoats
Off

•Open

Mon.-Sat. 9-5

Large Bar-B-0 Sandwich
& French Fries
ri•

$2'9

*Vlea-MC Accepted

WHOLESALE STORES INC.

Services Offered:
Si !on

Tuesday, March 8
Groups of CWF of First Christian Church will meet as follows: I
with Kate Reeves at 10 a.m.; III
with Helen Campbell at 7:30 p.m:
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m.; Week of Prayer program at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Young Musicians' Ringers
at 3:45 p.m.; Visitaton at 6:45 p.m.
————
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Dorothy with Louise Miller at 11
a.m.; Rebecca Whittaker with
Mina Waters at 2 p.m.; Louella
Beddoe with Sue Vandegrift at 7
p.m.
————
Phebian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church, Opal
Howard, teacher, will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. at home of
Anne Vinson.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Mothers' Morning Out at 9 a.m.
and Worship Work Area at 7 p.m.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 9:30 a.m. as follows:
Waters/Doran at church; Bessie
Tucker with Evelyn Jones;
Maryleona Frost at church.

East South & 5th Sts.
Mayfield, Ky
247-2757

Spool& Good
through March 12

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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Fraaces Drake

FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
An early morning drive for success
brings results. However, there is still
some research that has to be done
now. A small difference could arise
with a friend tonight.

VIRGO
•
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Creative types will be very productive and inspired. It's a good_ time to
get thoughts across to others, but
don't be overly critical toward day's
end.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Much energy is spent now j.n
getting your house in order. A career
opportunity comes in the p.m. Those
dating tonight shouldn't get upset
about trifles.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to No,v. 21)
Things go very much your way
now. Go after what you want. The
coming months put a special accent
on partnerships. Tonight favors going
some place special.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov:22 to Dec. 21)
Though today's developments are
favorable regarding finances and
career, you shouldn't broadcast your
luck to others. Behind-the-scenes
efforts pay off.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Aan. 19)
You may ,iake plans for a party.
Speak out ak group ineetings — you
will be hear! The coming months
bring an increase in dating, leisure
events, and going out.

TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Self-confidence picks up now and
partnerships turn for the better. A
social get-together tonight looks
promising, but avoid talking business
then.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll want more time to spend
alone with a loved one in the coming
weeks. Productivity is good now and
Calloway County High School Laker Band members selected for 1988 Senior Quad-State Band honors were,
work success is assured. Don't
from left, Christina Parker, Stacey VanDyke, Tara Lamb, Jennifer Green, Steve Eggleston, clinician/consecond-guess
yourself tonight.
clinician/conductor.—
,
Rooney,
Shannon
Gray
and
Pat
ductor, Chrissy Dunn, Christi Smith,
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4fi
Things are popping for you in the
romance department. Leisure events
are favored. Don't get moody about a
small concern late p.m. Celebrations
The groups, composed of stu- Lovett Auditorium .on Saturday,' are emphasized tonight.
Seven members of Calloway
County High School Laker Band dent,musicians from grades 10 to Feb. 27.
LEO
12, rehearsed Feb. 25, 26 and 27
Calloway students at'Quad-State (July 23 to Aug.22)
were selected for membership in
were as follows:
the 1988 Senior Quad-State Bands. before presenting a concert in
You'll find a solution today to a
✓ Shannon Gray, daughter of domestic problem. Some set up an
Homer and Liz Gray;
office in the home. Preparations
made now in business pay off in a big
✓ Christi Smith, daughter of
way in the coming months.
Rondel and Annette Smith;

ifie

Calloway members at Quad-State

DATEBOOK
pra'er cj.ffec planned Tuesday

Prayer Coffee of
y Christian Women's Club will be Tuesday,
March 8, at 9:30 a.m. at
home of Janie Richardson. The Richardson
home is a colonial house on the right, one mile north of Lynn Grove on
Skating Rink Road. This is Open for all interested persons. For information call 435-4503.

A1zhcinifGroup. Will meet
Alzheimer's Support Grow will meet Tuesday, March 8, from 4:30 to
6:30.p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. "Stress
Reducing Techniques" will be the program to be presented by Gale Cornelison, licensed social worker. All interested persons are invited to attend this meeting. a group spokesman said.

Diabetes meeting date changed
Living with Diabetes will meet this week only on Friday, March 11,
from 2 to 3 p.m. in Third Floor Classroom at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital The meeting is usually on Tuesday, but had to be changed to
Friday for this week only. This is for diabetics and their families. Topics
include medications, hypoglycemia, hyperglycemia, urine and blood
checks, and personal health habits. The classes are conducted by
registered nurses.

Chrissy Dunn, daughter of
Roy Gene and Cecelia Dunn;
r Jennifer Green, daughter of
Joe and Martha Green;
r Tara Lamb, daughter of Mary
Lamb;
r Stacey VanDyke, daughter of
Ted and Ruby VanDyke;
•ChriZtina
-FrarkeitifighlbTOT—
Morris and Diane Parker.
Conductors for Quad-State
groups were Ed Downing.- band
director of the Interlochen Arts
Academy Band, Michigan; Steven
Eggleston, director of bands at Illinois Wesley University; and
Patrick Rooney, director of bands
at James Madison University.
Students from over 50 schools
participated in the year's festival
which marks the 40th anniversary
of the event.

A

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Something on the back burner in
your career is now ready to be
tackled with gusto. Luck in the family
circle makes the next few months
quite special. Be tactful tonight.
PISCES
411.•
maw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll be soon traveling to visit old
friends. _Educational matters are
favored, but it may be a poor tirniri
give advice to others. Be closemouthed.
IF BORN TODAY you have financial acumen, though you're usually
happier in a creative than business
career. You're unbeatable when you
learn to trust your intuition. You may
be especially talented along musical
lines. Ideals are important to you and
you often become involved in projects helping' others. You do not like
to be in a subordinate position,
though you work well in partnerships. Birthdate of: Cyd Charisse,
actress/dancer; Lynn Redgrave,
actress; and Claire Trevor, actress.

Scme older residents of the Sea
Islands. oft,the southeast coast of
the United tates, are named for
months or dys of the week. This
naming svst m is common among
West African peoples.

ADVERTISEMENT

Device may increase gas mileage by 22%
_BOSTON - National Fuelsaver
Corp. of Boston has developed a
simple automotive accessory that
increases.gas_mileage
The Gasaver, which takes only 10
minutes to install, releases Micro--scopic quantities of Platiniimintel the
air-fuel Mixture entering the engine.
Platinum has the unique ability of
making unburnt fuel burn. With
platinum in the flame zone,. you
increase the percentage of fuel
burning in the engine from 680.7o
to 900.
Normally, that 22(ro of the fuel
would only burn if it came in contact
with the platinum coated surfaces of
a catalytic converter. Unfortunately,

this converter process takes place
outside of the engine, where the
energy produced is lost.
Gasaver dispensing platinum into the combustion chambers,
22070 more of each gallon burns inside
the enginesp;that 22.'`o fewergattons
are required to drive the same
distance.
The process works on both leaded
and unleaded gasoline, and meets the
emission standards of all states..
In concluding the government's
five-year administrative.procedure
studying the Gasaver, the. Federal
Court stated: "National Fuelsaver
Corp. and various independent parties.
have used a variety of methodologies

to test the value of Ciasav er. These independent parties often make stronger
claims for the Gasa‘er than does its
deyeloper„National Fuelsaver
The government had already. confirmed in 194that the Gasaver raises
the. cmarte-tri-gasonne-, eliminating-the need for premium fuel.
Joel Robinson. the des eloper,commented: "We've already sold
er 50,000 Gasavers. Ironically, we
find more people buy the.Gasaver foz.
its third benefit of cleaning. out car:
ton to extend engine life than buy it
for its •fuel savings or octane
boosting."
For further information call
1-800-872-4944 or 617-254-0446.

Leiner) seryice at- St. Leo's
In preparation for Easter, Lenten Penitential Services will be Tuesday, March 8, at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr. Stan Tillman,
pastor, will be assisted by the Rev. Pete Sharkey, campus minister, the
Rev. John Meredith. Fulton, and the Rev. Peter Chiodo, Mayfield.
S(nith .‘lurnit-

Club will meet

South Murray Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday, March 8, at 11
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Each one should bring items for Humane
Society Animal Shelter. At the February meeting at Golden Corral, the
10 members esent voted to increase club dues to 15 next year. Lola
Clark gave a lesson on -Innovative Window Treatment." Vonda Gibson
discussed "Communities and Neighborhoods" stressing the resources
and opportunities in this area. She also announced the Homemakers'
Tasting Luncheon on April 21 at First United Methodist Church, Laura
Jennings gave a devotion on "A Tiny Spark" with prayer by Jean
Moore.

Harris Grove Club will meet
Harris Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday, March 9, at 10
a.m. at Ellis Center with Katherine Ray and Elizabeth Parks as
hostesses, -At the February meeting Cindy Ragsdale, social worker,
presented a program on ''Spouse Abuse, the Hot Line and Safe House."
Lessons were presented by Hattie Lee Galloway on -Know Your Community Resources," by Martha Wrablick on "New Window Treatment," and by Lurline Wilkerson on "Fashions For the Fuller Figure."
Margaret Taylor presided and gave the devotion. Also present were
Gene Wrather, Anna Lou Jones and Marie Hicks. Hostesses were Mrs.
Wilkerson and Mrs Wrablick

LOOK„.
*10.471111111

NO BIFOCALS!
\Vith
Virtkiv progrcssit c lens, you'll see naturally at
all distant es, not just t lose-up and far away :Ind without a
bifocal line to say. you aren't as young as You used to be.
Varilus is the original and best progressive lens ever
designed. And Sinithern Optit al is Kentuoky's only
authorized laboratory for Varilux progressive lenses. Our
genuine Variltiv progressive lenses are just one of the many
sty( ial features you'll lipid at Soutlwrn Optical. Wre've got
the quality and selection of frames and lenses you're
looking for. So for your real value in better vision,
visit Southern Opt it al today.

•

We treat heart transplants.
Leaving behind remembered places and
familiar faces is one of life's toughest
realities. You feel so lost and lonely in
strange new surroundings. You're heart
sick.
If you have just moved to Murray and
are trying to settle into a new life, here's a
thought. What better place to begin than
with a sympathetic, concerened church
family?

The First Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) has a program for nearly
everyone of every age and interest. The
only thing we don't have that we should is
you. But that can be remedied, quite
easily. Your new life can begin next
Sunday when you join us in worship
services.
Together we can get to the heart of your
problem.

goiditem OPtime

The First Christian Church

Your real value in better vision

Dr Davtd C Roos, Minister

Olympic Plaza Shopping Ctnter
I lighway o4I - North
751-0422

North of the square on Fifth Street

•
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OBITUARIES
Vernon Anderson
5.

Vernon Anderson

Vernon Anderson, 77, of 2006
College Farm Rd., Murray, died
today at 6:20 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Anderson retired as a professor in the Business Department
of Murray State University in 1973
after 34 years at Murray State. He
had taught at Murray Training
School before going to MSU and
was founder of first chapter of
Future Business Leaders of
America there which was also the
first chapter in the state of
Kentucky.
The Murray man had taught for
five years at Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn., and
for a short time in the state of

Catherine M. Adams
Catherine Michelle Adams, infant daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Mark Alan Adams of 301 Kennedy
Dr., Sikeston, Mo., was stillborn
Friday at Missouri Delta Medical
Center, Sikeston. The mother is
the former Carole Ann Jones.
Other survivors are two
brothers, Brian Adams and Robbie Adams, at home; grandparents, Pat and Doris Jones and
Dewavon and Frances Adams, all
of Sikeston.
Also surviving are his greatgrandparents, Mrs. Lucille Jones

Randy Dunn,second from left, presents a $200 check on behalf of the Optimist Club for "Project draduation"
to Ray ho Dunn,a student at Calloway County High School. Raybo Dunn and several seniors at CCHS are planning a graduation party that will be alcohol- and chemical-free. The Optimists would like to challenge other
organizations to match or surpass their donation to the student effort. Also pictured are, from left: Debbie
adviser and Jennifer Geurin, senior class president.

11/111IS students offered health program
Fifth grade students at Murray
Middle School will be able to enroll
in a special afterschool class on
health and hygiene designed
specifically for their age group.
To begin March 22, the class will
meet for one hour on Tuesday
afternoons for six weeks.-Boys and
girls will meet separately for
some sessions.
The class was planned with the
assistance of the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
"We're very grateful for the
hospital's willingness to contribute their expertise in this
way," said Jean Bennett, who
coordinates the afterschool program for the city schools.
Hospital personnel involved as
instructors include: Dr. Clegg
Austin, Gayle Cornelison, the
hospital's director of social services; and nutritionists Teresa
Harper and Suzanne Seeley.
Also assisting are nurses: Nancy Orr, Carol Perlow, Janet

Bourne, and Lisa Ray, as well as
Karmel Stewart ot C.H.A.M.P.
Among the topics tne covered
are: skin problems, nutrition,
weight control, general
physiology, adolescent changes.
the reproductive system, communicable -clige.ises, and "Fiody
safety.
The content and organization of
the course will be outlined for
parents at a special evening session on Mar. 8.
"We believe this course is particularly timely in the light of recent decisions at the state level

G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp. Inc.
Goodrich

Mrs. Vera Nell Jones
Mrs. Vera Nell Lassiter Jones,
82. of Martin, Tenn., formerly of
Calloway County, died today at
4:45 a.m. at Volunteer General
Hospital. Martin.
She was the widow of Bryant
Jones. She also Was preceded in
death by one sister and three
brothers.
Born Dec. 24.. 1906, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs Berry
Lassiter
Mrs. Jones was a, member of
New Providence Baptist Church.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Evalene Deas, North Lake,

MSU band to tour schools
The Murray State University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Band I will tour five high
schools in Kentucky and Tennessee
March 9-10 for a series of concerts,
clinics and combined rehearsals
with the school bands.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous (lose
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
•
Ford

regarding sex education in the
schools," said Bennett.
Although legislation that would
require courses in sex education
have not yet been approved, the
Kentucky House recently passed a
bill calling for each school district
to develop curriculum for instruction on human reproduction and
the prevention of sexually
transmitted diseases.
"This afterschool program is a
pilot project for our school
system," Bennett said. "If it is
successful, we would like to offer
it again, perhaps for other age
groups."

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
-5.9'7
I.B.M.
2057.86
Ingersoll Rand
47% +%
Jerrico
23%B 24%A
zgx/4
limart
31% -unc
Kroger
JCPeneey
24% -1/1
Penwalt
29% .1/4
28% +%
Quaker Oats
Sears
7%B 7%A
Texaco
41% -1/4
Time Inc.
46% -%
53% +1
IC.S.Tobacco
/
4
Wal-Mart
71% •1
/
4
Wendy's
21% + 14
C.E.F. Yield
M +1%

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

61% -%
116% -%
ST% +
151/$B 1514A
34% +%
36 -1/5
461,4 +%
56 :
/
1
4
44% -1/.
38% tmc
aye .14
SO% •114
30% •Ye

11/
1
4 +%

BETTY BOSTON

753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

...Get The Best...
*$1.000,000

Major Medical—For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Life Insurance (Term-Business Ins
Universal Life-IRA -Annuities — We Have It All)
*Group Insurance .. Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical

Call Bennett & Associates
753-7273

Schodls on the itinerary include:
Stewart County High School.
Dover, Tenn.; Bowling Green High
School; Clarksville (Tenn.) Northeast High School; and
Muhlenberg County High. School,
Powderly. In addition, the jazz
band will make a special presentation at Warren Central High School.
Bowling Green.
Dennis L. Johnson and James
Wright are the conductors of the
wind ensemble, and John
Schlabach is the jazz band conductor. Scott Erickson, an instructor
on the music faculty, will accompany the ensemble.
Johnson, director of bands at
Murray State, said the groups can
offer the schools a varied and
entertaining program by touring
together.
"We have always viewed
ourselves as a resource to the
schools," he added. "and this is one
way we can take our product and
our offerings to them."
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman
of the Department of Music at Murray State, said the tour enables
Murray State "to demonstrate the
quality of its program in music and
to be of assistance to area schools
as well."
,

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott. M D

Dermatologist
may be helpful
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GC/TT About 10 years
ago. I had a series of smallpox vaccinations for a continuing problem that
I had with cold sores on my lips A recent trip to Florida set them off
again, and I now have three sores Everyone I've talked to says you can't
get smallpox vaccinations any more,
and Zovirax doesn't help
DEAR READER When smallpox
vaccine was available several years
ago. many patients with cold sores
were helped by repeated vaccinations Now that smallpox has been

Five invited to join group

NEED INSURANCE?

305 N. 4th Murray

COUPON

Paducah's Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

2 LARGE 16" PIZZAS
2 TOPPINGS rte'sfoltlx:,;ei'l
2(1) LITER PEPSI
2-4-U

9.

Five Murray residents., all
freshmen at Murray State University, have been invited to participate in MSU LEAD, a leadership development program sponsored by the university's Offie of
Student Development.
Melissa A. Gray is the daughter
of Thomas E. and Barbara Gray
and is majoring in print management at MSU.
Sarah R. Assad is pursuing an
area in engineering physics at the
university. Miss Assad is the
daughter of Dorothy Ann Assad.
Christopher Padgett, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Padgett, is
pursuing an area in engineering
physics at Murray State.
Lee Ann Rayburn is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs. R.D.
Rayburn and is majoring in
biology at MST:
Hugh L. Houston is pursuing an

area in chemistry at Murray
State. Houston is the son of Dr and
Mrs. Hal E. Houston.
Designed to improve leadership
skills of outstanding students on
campus, MSU LEAD is a sequential program built on training,
education and development. The
program is divided into three
levels, each level requires one
semester of participation
Jim Baurer, coordinator of the
program, said that Level I detals
with leadership theory, communication skills, decission making, group goal setting and conflict
resolution.
"The goal of the program is to
allow students to become more effective in leadership roles in order
to benefit themselves and the
students they serve," Baurer
noted.,

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALM'

SErnirCE Peers

r-

611 South
Murray
153-2617

P(..p

of Murray, Mrs. Mildred Adams
and Mrs. Eunice Denton, both of
Sikeston; great -greatgrandmother, Mrs. Noma Stubblefield, Sikeston; several aunts,
uncles, great-aunts, great-uncles,
cousins and other relatives.
Private graveside services for
the family were Saturday with the
Rev. Charles Buck, pastor of First
United Methodist Church,
Sikeston, officiating.
Nurinelee Funeral Chapel---ofSikeston was in charge—of
arrangements

(.11!' Ii,-.,

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Ill.; one son, Clyde D. Jones, Martin; two sisters, Mrs. Olivia Barrow and Mrs. Eulala McCarty,
Murray; one brother, John B.
Lassiter, Memphis, Tenn.; two
grandchildren, Dr. David D.
Jones, Martin, and George Deas,
Meltose Park, Ill.; one greatgrandchild, Jessica Deas, Melrose
Park.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p m. Tuesday at the funeral home

I
I

3 LOCATIONS
Central ShaPPing
Center

Kentuck/i

125 S. 3rd St. I

Oaks Ma Ret firnadini, k Kenturty
759-9600 I 442-1212 1 442-9500 j
Murray
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McCuiston
Mrs. Lucille McCuiston, 77, of
Providence, formerly of Murray.
died Saturday at Regional Medical
Center, Madisonville.
Her husband. Hansford B.
(Mac) McCuiston, died Jan 14,
1970 Her parents were the late
Grover and 011ie E Hodges of
New Concord
Survivors are three daughters.
Mrs Donald ( Regina I Morgan.
Nebo. and Mrs J C (Suer
Winebarger and Mrs. Cecil(Pam
(Simms, Previdence; one son.
Gerald McCuiston. Henderson,
nine grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J H. Churchill Funeral Home John Dale
will officiate Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 a m Tuesday

Fred IN)uglas
Henry

ntilEEzi
4 1 10.

Hog Market

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel Air Shopping Center
753 5242

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)
1984 Renault Encore, 2 dr
c.pc1 rarlq
3,900 00

Mrs. Lucille

eradicated from the world, the vaccine is no longer manufactured In its
place. Zovirax — an anti-herpes virus
medicine -- is usually effective
If Zovirax doesn't work for you. I
suggest that you see a dermatologist
for advice Other treatment might be
Services for Fred Douglas
appropriate in your case For examHenry were Saturday at 1 p.m in
ple, sunscreen preparations of ten prethe chapel of Williams Funeral
vent fever blisters in patients who
Home, Paris. Tenn The Rev
seem sensitive to ultraviolet light
DEAR DR GOTT A few years ago. W.E Cheaney of St John's Baptist
I became afraid of eating fat and cut Church. Murray. officiated
it completely out of my diet My hair
Pallbearers were James I.
and nails would not grow. my skin got
Dumas, Roy Etheridge. Leslie
coarse and my knees and elbows beHudson, A J Knight. Charles
came like sandpaper When I resumed
Henry
and Joe L. Puckett were
eating some fat, everything went
pallbearers
back to normal Could you explain
Burial was in Cedar Hill
why this happened'
Cemetery there
DEAR READER Fat is an essential ingredient in a balanced diet Our
Mr Henry. 80, of 106 Spruce St .
bodies need a supply of fat in order to
Murray, died Wednesday at West
function efficiently Therefore. I sugView Nursing Home, Murray
gest that you increase your intake of
Born Dec 27, 1907, in Henry
polyunsaturated cholesterol-free fat
County, Term, he was the son of
Remember that most Americans tend
to eat a diet that is too high in saturat- the late Herman Henry and
Pearlie Kelly Henry
ed animal fat Experts recommend
that about 30 per cent of daily caloric
His wife, Mrs Mary Lee Payne
intake be made up of fat, primarily
Henry, and two brothers, Chesley
unsaturated oils Meet with your docHenry and Leslie Henry. preceded
tor to discuss a particular diet that
him in death.
will be suitable for your needs
He is survived by one sister,
To give you more information. I'm
Mrs. Cecil—Diggs. Paris. and
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report, UNDERSTANDING CHO- several nieces and nephews.
LESTEROL Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1 and
their name and address to PO Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT What causes
bloodshot eyes and what can be done
about Ahem'
DEAR READER Reddening of the
whites of the eyes is usually due to irritation or infection Most of us are familiar with the red. teary eyeS that
result from smog or air pollution
Pinkeye (conjunctivitis) also is a common and mild infection Finally, people who wear contact lenses may det
velop red eyes because of sensitivity
to the solution used to clean the
lenses In most cases, red eyes are
more a bother and a nuisance than a
real disease. However, if the redness
persists or recurs, I advise consultation with an ophthalmologist because,
under certain circumstances, this
symptom can reflect a serious eye
diswder, such as glaucoma.
r Mar. I.
rPderal %Isle Al•rket •••6•
11188. NEWIMPER ENTERPRISP: AKN
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Alterations & Winter Storage
Pick Up Only
Expires 3 31 88

Mississippi.
He was a member of Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ. He
was a charter member and former
elder of University Church of
Christ. He was a former member
and past president of Murray
Lions Club.
Born Jan. 25, 1911, in Manchester, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Elijah Eans Anderson and
Martha Elizabeth England
Anderson.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mamie Leeper Anderson, to whom
he was married on June 8 1935;
one daughter, Mrs Robert W.
(Gayle) Saville, St. Charles, Ill.;
three sons, Vernon Brian Anderson, High Bridge, N.J., Lawrence
Lee Anderson, Noblesville, Ind.,
and Phillip Dan Anderson, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Blanch Harrington, Grand RapidMich., and
Mrs. Verna Rayburn, Manchester; eight grandchildren
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
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Winter weather frequently aggravates skeletal defects in any
animal, and if you have a large
dog which acts a bit arthritic and
stiff in cold weather, you dog may
be affected with hip dysplasia.
Hip dysplasia is a condition in
which the upper part ("ball") of
the hind leg doesn't fit properly into the socket of the hip. This
causes an instability within the
joint and leads to flattening of the
ball and an increasingly shallow
socket. It always leads to arthritis,
and can lead to a painful. crippling
condition as well as an early death
for affected dogs.
No Single Cause
There is no single cause for this
condition. It is hereditary in the
sense that affected parents almost
always produces affected offspring. Unusually rapid growth during puppyhood probably con• tributes to development of this
condition, though little can be
done about this.
Several symptoms may indicate
- the condition. Young dogs may
walk with a swaying gait or "hop"
on hind legs when running. Some
dogs may have difficulty getting
, up after lying down. Others may
exhibit a change in disposition,
becoming irritable and grumpy.
All are traceable to pain from the
hip joint, and as with any arthritic
condition may get worse in cold or
4amp weather.
There is no definite cure for hip
•

dysplasia, though many dogs can
lead long, happy lives with appropriate treatment. Most important is weight control. If a dog is
overweight, the hip joints are subjected to increased stresses with
hasten degeneration of the joint.
Moderate exercise is needed but
strenuous exercise should be
avoided. Mild analgesics, such as
aspirin, may help with the pain. In
more advanced cases, steroids
may help alleviate the pain and as
a last resort surgery to ease the
pain is available but.will not correct the condition. In extreme
cases, hip joint replacement with
artificial materials is available,
but requires a specialist and is
expensive.
Best hppe of controlling the con:
dition is through controlling the
breeding of the larger dogs. The
Orthopedic Foundation for
Animals maintains a certification
service through which breeding
animals free from this condition
are identified. The method is not
foolproof, but does offer considerably greater opportunity to
obtain a dysplasia-free animal.
Your veterinarian is competent
to treat this condition, and is also
informed on the OFA certication
services. He can likely assist you
in obtaining a dysplasia-free
animal, and can examine any
animal you are thinking of buying
to determine if the condition
exists.

Farmers with infected grass
offered cheap alternative
Farmers who find - themselves
with endophyte-infected fescue
pastures. and most Kentucky cattle farmers do, have alternatives
other than expensive replacement
with endophyte-free varieties.
We have 5.5 million acres of
fescue pastures in Kentucky and
about 95 percent of them have the
endophyte fungus." said Garry
Lacefield, Extension agronomist
for the University of Kentucky
C'ollege of Agriculture. "It's not
feasible to suggest that farmers
should run out and plow up all
those fields and plant newer
fungus-free varieties."
Granted, if a farmer is going to
replant a pasture anyway he
should consider one of the new
varieties, he said, but good
management can reduce the
adverse effects of the infected
grass.
"We need to remember that
. fescue, even the older infected
kinds, have played a great role in
Kentucky." Lacefield said
"We've produced over a billion
pounds of beef on it. We only learned .abut ten years ago that the
fungus caused the mysterious
summer slump in weight gains for
grazing livestock."
So what does the good farmer do
to reduce the negative aspects of
his infected fescue?
" Grazing the fescue when it is
young, vegetative and leafy will
capture the plant at its highest
quality, he said. That will result in
better animal performance.
Likewise, if fescue is cut for hay
in the "boot stage," the period just
before seed heads form, animals
eating that hay will gain weight
better than they will from the later
cut hay.
"If you wait 21 days for that first
cutting, you will reduce daily gain
by one pound." he said. "If you're
raising seed heads, don't raise cattle. If you're raising cattle, don't

put any seed heads in your
pasture."
Farmers also can avoid the endophyte problem by grazing their
cattle on the fescue during the spring and fall, and removing them to
other pastures, such as orchardgrass, during the hot summer
months. Or they can dilute the effects of the fungus by growing
legumes such as clovers along
with the fescue. Many studies
have shown increased pasture production, higher live weight gains
and improved conception rates
when pastures are renovated to include legumes.
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Economist says new law will cost farmers
Local farmers may have to pay
considerably more in taxes in 1987,
as a result of the federal tax law
enacted in late 1986, according to a
University of Kentucky
agricultural economist.
"Overall, Kentucky dairy and
beef farmers could pay as much as
$28.5 million more when they file
their income taxes as a result of
the new federal tax laws," said
Fred Benson, University of Kentucky Extension agricultural
economist.
The increased tax bite comes as
a result of a provision in the new
law that penalizes farmers for
deducting expenses incurred in
raising replacement animals for
the herd. The previous tax laws
allowed them to deduct from their
income the amount they paid out
to raise a replacement animal to
maturity. Benson said.
Farmers still will be able, 'if
they choose, to deduct from their
income (expensing) the costs
associated with raising replace-

ment animals. However, if they do
choose to continue to expense their
animals, they will have to live
with using a slower depreciation
schedule for all of their other
capital assets purchased for the
farm, Benson said.
Whetehr a farmer ehould choose
to deduct the costs of raising
replacement animals or choose to
capitalize them depends on the individual's situation, he said.
"A farmer who will put into service a lot of expensive capital
assets, such as tractors, combines
and buildings, will probably want
to capitalize his replacement
animals, even though his tax bill
on them may increase. By
capitalizing them, he also will be
able to depreciate other capital
assets," Benson said.
Farmers who do not anticipate
buying any big ticket items may
want to continue to use the expensing method, which may reduce
their taxes for the first couple of
years, but may increase their tax-

Discussion stalled about
alternative crops for state
Because of trouble in the tobacco industry and the general
decline in Kentucky agriculture,
there has been much talk about
the need for the state to develop
alternative enterprises.
But there's not been enough talk
about one particular alternative
that actually may hold the most
promise, according to Carla
Nichols, Extension beef cattle
breeding specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Why not increase the beef cattle
production'
"No one has emphasized this
alternative in the popular press,"
she said. "It is not 'new' enough or
different enough apparently."
The cattle industry already has
a major impact on the state
economy. Kentucky already ranks
11th in the country in beef cow
numbers. East of the Mississippi
River, only Florida and Tennessee
surpass Kentucky'.
Still, production could be doubled by putting land taken out of
crop production into pastures and
through improved management of
existing pastures.
What would happen if beef pro-

duction doubled?
-Unlike many proposed alternatives, the markets for cattle are
already in existence," she said.
"With minor modifications,
marketing would not be a
problem."
Who would this "overproduction" hurt?
"No one," Nichols said. "In fact
it could positively benefit the entire state's economy."
The beef industry needs a supply
stimulus if .it is to expand, she
said. Inventories are declining in
most economic models, but demand and rising slaughter indicate a need for more cattle. Increasing crop acreage set-asides
allow land to be redeployed, and
beef cattle often make use of the
forages produced by lands removed from cash crops.
"Kentucky has the potential,
means and methods to become the
most powerful and productive beef
cattle state east of the Mississippi," Nichols said. "We have the
resources and knowledge to have a
very positive economic benefit
through an increase in the beef
cattle business. Everyone in Kentucky would benefit."

Cows now suffering from prior shortages
Because of hay and pasture
shortages last fall, many Kentucky cows are now too thin at the
start of this calving season.
Smart farmers will begin a supplemental feeding program to
enable their cows to calve easier
and to be rebred earlier.
The flesh condition of spring
calving cows, both before and
after calves are born, is a definite
indicator of the cows' ability to
produce milk and their capability
to be quickly rebred.
To be profitable in the beef
business, cows should be rebred so
that calving occurs every 365
days, said Nelson Gay, professor
in beef sciences with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Cows in good condition with
ample stores of body fat will
return to cycling earlier after they
calve." Gay said. "Earlier
rebreeding keeps them on a profitable one calf per year system."
The gestation period of cattle is
about 282 days. he said. That
means a cow must cycle and
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rebreed within 83 days following
calving. Normally, for cows in
good condition and which did not
have problems calving, cycling
occurs 50 to 60 days after the calf
Is born. This allows for a four or
five week period to be rebred.
"However, cows which are thin
at calving will take longer to
breed, or they may not rebreed at
all in a 60 to 90 day exposure to tie
bull," Gay said.

Although it is impractical to
weigh CQWS close to calving, Gay
said a simple visual inspection can
be effective to detect relative
fatness.
"By recognizing difference in
body condition," he said, "one can
plan a supplemental feeding program so that cows are maintained
in satisfactory condition for best
performance through calving and
rebreeding "

penses for replacemint animals,
he will be forced to use a slower,
straight-lined depreciation for all
other assets.
"Farmers may want to have a
tax preparer familiar with tax
laws review their situations before
they make the decision whether to
capitalize their preproduction expenses," Benson said.
The estimated increase in farm
taxes for Calloway County will be
$113,047.

able income when they sell
animals from the herd, Benson
said.
The expensing method also has
advantages for farmers placing
small capital items put into service. The current tax law does
allow a maximum of $10,000 in
capital assets to be deducted lexpensedi from income, Benson
said.
However, Benson cautions, once
a farmer decides to deduct ex-

State milk production level steady
Kentucky's milk production
level has been steady, averaging
up to 2.3 billion pounds annually,
said Robert Beck, marketing
economist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
That's still a lot of milk for the
state to produce. For example, a
gallon weighs 8.6 pounds. In other
words, that 2.3 billion pounds
could convert to 267,441,860 gallons
of milk.
Another way of putting it is that
much would amount to more than
18,000 glasses of milk for every
man, woman and child in
Kentucky.
Why is so much milk being produced, both locally and nationwide, despite fewer numbers of

Fire-cured sales
conclude locally

milk cows?
"The increase in milk production per cow is due to genetic improvements in breeding, better
management practices, and
cheaper feed which enables
dairymen to increase feed
allowances per cow," said Beck.
Fortunately, the people in Kentucky don't have to try to consume
all those 18,000 glasses of milk per
person. Milk and dairy products
are exported to nearby states.
"Milk consumption has increased in.the sun-belt states, and Kentucky is right on the northern edge
of this rapidly expanding
market," Beck said. "Therefore,
the state can export its surplus
milk to this region," Beck said.
The Kentucky dairy industry
has, to a large extent, benefited
from its location, he said, and it is
projected to continue to do so in
the future.

The final report for the season
from the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association
shows sales of fire-cured tobacco
totaled 2,613,166 pounds in Murray
for an average price of $146.84 per
hundred pounds.
A total of 17.6 percent of the
Murray tobacco sold went to the
association tobacco pool, accounting for 459,992 pounds at an
average price of $110.55.
The clean-up sale for dark-fired
tobacco in Murray Wednesday
totaled 36,332 pounds at an
average price of $122 per hundred
pounds. but the association took
15,364 pounds of tobacco (42.29
percent) at an average price of
$87.90 per hundredweight.

t%tt

Fish Day
It's Time

For Stocking
Ng& CATRal. MO RIIEFetal'hems ate
Mat Bas Etrk Crwe at Trilled Grass Cap ftoi PteC Weec

Coed) The titre Blue Ge at run a wet of 2 to 3 Gem
Delivery Will Be
TUESDAY, MARCH 15
At the Following Location
Southern States Co-op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1423
Time: 10:00-11:00 AM

Pond Equipment Now AveNabie
Call your local store to place your order
or call Toll Free 1-800-643-8439

Fish Wagon Inc
Route 3 Box 337-C
Harrisburg, Arkansas 72432

The Big B ad that ran in Saturday's
paper should have read:

Skirts
$1.29
Pleats Extra
No Limit
Expires 319188
-W., are sorry for any inconysniancit this

may hay. c•usitcl.

r I WAS Jus-r AN ORDI NARY
CAT UNTIL I STARTED
R EAD I N _ THE NEWSPAPER

5v4

' •C1.1.1 k,oterl

qw,,41.•'•

Celebrate Newspaper in Education
Week, March 7-11, 1988
Your local newspaper, schools and community groups
throughout the U S are ioining together to celebrate NIE Week
Teachers In more than 45.000 classrooms across the country
already use the newspaper as an innovative teaching tool.
Newspapers make the world come alive — every day
GARFIELD is delighted to help spread the newspaper reading
habit — it's contagious
NIE Week is sponsored by the American Newspaper Publishers
Association Foundation and the International Reading Association

Murray Ledger Sc Times

Learn about
the benefits, costs, and
kinds of outdoor lighting.
Call for this free booklet to learn how energy efficient
outdoor lighting can add safety, security, and convenience
to your home. I earn about many of the types of outdoor
lighting and the best wav to use thorn. See actual lighting
installations in full color. Discover how much it costs to
buy and to operate some of the most popular lighting
fixtures. Find out if outdoor lighting is right for your home.
Call for your free booklet today.

Call For This Free Booklet Today!
West Kentucky R.E.C.C.
753-5012
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Teamwork pays off with OVC honors
for MSU's Martin-Mann combination
Racer forward voted top
performer in Ohio Valley

MS1.7 forward Jeff Martin was named the Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the Year this
weekend.
staff photo by Ils‘id ruck

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Surprises never stop for the Murray State Racers.
After rising from a fifth-place prediction to a conference championship, the backbone and heart of
MSC's 19-8 team were honored for their efforts.
Forward Jeff Martin was the top vote-getter on the
All-OVC team and with it; conference Player of the
Year. Guard Don Mann was also honored by being
selected to the All-OVC's first team.
Marttn averaged 26.2 points a game, fourth in the
country and second in the Ohio Valley Conference. He
also averaged 6.5 rebounds and shot 57 percent from the
field.
Martin trailed Tennessee State's Anthony Mason in
scoring (28.1) and rebounding I1O.4i as the Tiger senior
led the OVC in both categories. But the MSC junior
wasn't caught totally by surprise with the selection.
"I was a little bit surprised because I thought he
might get it," Martin said before practice Sunday evening. "Our finishing on top had a big part in it, but I
think a lot of other things I did helped.
"I didn't lead the league in scoriag or rebounding. but
I did other things that helped me win it," he added. "I
think my determination to win and my intensity on the
court — that's what it's all about. You have to enjoy
what you're doing and do whatever it takes to win...
That's what I try to do."
Mann had to settle for a second-team selection last
season, which several Murray followers deemed unfair.
The 5-foot-8 point guard said he didn't feel alighted,
simply because he was preoccupied with a disappointing 13-15 year.
"I really don't get off on individual or personal
goiE,Ic Mann said. "I was disappointed in our season so
it didn't bother me." .
Mann averaged 18.4 points a game, placing him
fourth in the OVC. He led the conference with a 5.9
assists per game average and lifted his scoring to 20.3 a

Home on
the road

Jeff Martin
contest in league play. Martin said that he thought
Mann had a good chance at Player of the Year honors
as well.
Neither player believes that the honors will hamper
team play, but Martin believed that it adds fuel to the
fires of MS1:'s upcoming opponents in the conference
tournament Friday and Saturday.
"This team is so together, I don't think anything will
distract it from its goal of winning the OVC Tournament," Martin said. "I don't think my winning Player
of the Year will help us. It just gives other teams one
more reason to beat us."
Although Martin and Mann downplay the importance
of individual awards, both juniors would like to see one
more honor swing the Racers' way — the OVC Coach of
the Year.
"He should win it. That goes without saying," Martin
said of Murray head coach Steve Newton. "Taking a
team picked to finish fifth and winning the conference
title... he should win it automatically "
"I believe that's all wrapped up," Mann says. "Even
If we would have been co-champions, he would have it
`-becatIse we were picked to finish fifth."
Joining Martin and Mann on the All-OVC team were
Mason, guard Jeff McGill of Eastern Kentucky and
guard Chris Rainey of Middle Tennessee
The second-team picks were center Barry Sumpter
and forward Andre Harris, both of Austin Peas', forwards Randy Henry and Ty Baynham, both from
MTSU, and forward Earl Wise of Tennessee Tech.
Martin becomes the first Racer picked as Player of
the Year since Glen Green won it in 1982-83 Marlin
could be the second Racer to win the award- two years
(Coned on page 9)

Murra:i meets Hickman in regionals tonight

Marshals hit boards in second half,
get by Tigers in district finals 55-41

'Breds lose two
of three at MTSU
Staff Report

Having the "home field" advantage was of little help to the
ray
a y State University
Thoroughbreds Saturday, as MSC
celebrated their "home" opener
Middle Tennessee State and
split a double-header with the Blue
Raiders, losing 6-2 and winning
11-2.
The Racers then lost on Sunday
to the Blue Raiders, 9-3.
Murray will be playing all their
home games on the road since the
'Breds are without a playing field
until construction on their new
stadium is finished.
Rich Garner, 0-2, took the loss in
the first game despite holding
Middle to six hits. The Racers
committed three errors in the
game and were held scoreless until picking up a run in the sixth and
seventh innings each.
The 'Breds then pounded out 12
hits and 11 runs in the second
game to back Vah Golmont, 1-0,
who checked Middle on five hits.
Gary Keepes led off the first
with a double and Dan McNamara
added a one-out single, followed
by a double by Rodney Metz and
an error on the MTSU shortstop
for a 3-.0 Racer lead.
Murray added three more runs
in the second and two more in the
third for a 8-2 lead before the 11-2
final.
Phil Wessel hornered for Murray in the sixth.
On Sunday, Dan McNamara
went 4-for-4 with a double in the
losing cause as David Ball, 0-1,
took the loss.
Murray is 1-3 overall, 1-2 in the
OVC-South.

"You have to enjoy what
you're doing and do
whatever it takes to win.

Murra High center Jim Hornbucide scored 12 points, but the
Tigers
couldn't hold off Marshall County, losing 55-41 In the Fourth
District
championship game on Saturday.
rUe photo by

(lay Walker

By DANIEL T. PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
To Murray High coach Cary
Miller, the clue to Saturday night's
55-41 loss to Marshall County in the
Fourth District Tournament
championship game was as clear
as the glass backboards in the
Marshall County gym
"The offensive boards is where
they killed us," Miller said in a
raspy voice, the result of straining
his vocal cords during the game
Miller knew the Tigers would
have a hard time keeping up with
Marshall's height on the boards.
and was proud of the Tigers' first.
half showing there Murray battled out to a 26-22 lead over the
state's 4th-ranked Marshals by the
halfway point, and Miller noted
the rebounding charts held part of
the reason why.
"Our halftime charts showed us
with two less rebounds than Marshall," Miller said.
The final rebounding stats,
however, revealed the Marshals
with a 33-22 advantage on the
backboards. "They really went to
the offensive boards hard in the second half," Miller said. "They had
seven offensive rebounds in the
last half and we had only two."
That gave Marshall the muscle
it needed to overcome the Tiger
lead, Miller added."We hit 11 of 20
from the field in the second half
and they hit 15 of 31," he said.
"They didn't shoot any better than
we did, they just got that many
more shots "
Marshall moved out to a 10-5
lead in the first quarter before the
Tigers battled back on baskets
from Jason Hunt and Jim Hornbuckle to cut the lead to one with

ed a chance to go up by more when
they walked on a fast break
Langhi scored on a putback for
Marshall with 1 40 left in the hall,
Year* flaarSei 'hamper**
but fiornbuckle scored from th€.
Murray
13 201 2111 41
baseline
for a 25-= lead Jackson
Mardian
111 72 * 56
Murray - 31m Hornbuckle 12 Chrls Jarkaon
added a free throw with 34 seconds
10 Jason Hunt a James Payne 5 Marla 1.1111or
left and Marshall missed the front
Mark Whitaker 4 *Illte Crummy 0
Marshall - Donn). LAngeo la Michael Cruse
end of a bonus two seconds later to
15 Pan Hall 15 Match Oothran
Aaron Heth
preserve Murray's 26-22 halftime
Jetf Stnkes 0 Matt 141comom 0
•.;
Field goals - Murray 15 30 Marshall 2832
lead.
!Free Utmost - Murray 612 Marshall S 13 K.
Marshall began pressuring Mur-..
bound. - Murr.s 72 Marshal: U
ray's lead early in the second.-232 left in the period.
quarter when Langhi scored from `
But after Marshall's Dan Hall
underneath and the Tigers lost an
and Murray's James Payne swapoffensive rebound out of bounds
ped baskets, the Marshals explodHall scored on a putback for Mared for six straight points in the
shall to tie the game. Hornbuckle
final minute. Game-high scorer scored off Jackson's assist to put
Donnie Langhi dropped in two free
Murray on top but Mitch Cothran
throws with 54 seconds left and
scored from underneath for the
Aaron Beth stole the ball out of
Marshals to re-tie it at 28
Marshall's pressure defense to set
Two Jackson free throws at 4 58
up Mike Cross' driving basket.
put Murray back on top and James
Another steal resulted in a Beth
Payne rebounded to set up a
layup for an 18-11 lead. but Chris
Whitaker bucket and 32.28 Tiger
Jackson brought the Tigers back
lead. Hunt added two free throws
to 'within five with a buzzer. for Murray's largest lead of the
beatingbasket for an 18-13 first game at 34.28 with 3.51 left in the
quarter deficit
half
Jackson opened the second
But Marshall came right back
quarter with a bucket from the
Hall scored from underneath and
lane, but Cross scored on a put5-9 guard Aaron Beth claimed a
rebound off the Tiger glass to set
back for a 20-15 gap.
Murray then leapt into the lead
up a Cross putback and free throw'
with 3:09 left, cutting the Tiger
Mark Miller scored from the lane
and Marshall missed twice from
lead to 34-33 Beth and Langhi then
their end. Mark Whitaker hit two teamed up to knock the ball loose
free throws with 5:04 left in the from the MCHS pressure, and
half for a 20-19 difference, and
Marshall got the ball when it went
Hornbuckle cleared the Marshals' out of bounds off a Tiger player
backboard and scored on the other
The Tigers then lost the lead for
end to put Murray up 21-20 with good when Beth passed to Langhi
underneath to put Marshall on top
4:11 left.
Hornbuckle then grabbed 35-34. Hall scored off an offensive
another rebound and Miller scored rebound for a 37-34 lead.
for a 23-20 lead, but Murray miss- ((laird on page 9)

Marshall 55
Murray 41

Regional hoops

Chapman's career-high 29 lifts Kentucky
OXFORD, Miss.( API — Rex Chapman wasn't going to let eighth-ranked Kentucky back into yet
another Southeastern Conference title.
"We didn't want things to be in somebody et§e's
hands," said Chapman after he scored a career-high
29 points Saturday night to lift the Wildcats to a 78-71
victory,
stubborn Missiasippi.
The ••.
. Kentucky's 37th SEC champions (35th
outright) d the No. 1 seed in the upcoming conference title starting Thursday night in Baton
Rouge, La.
"I felt in the groove tonight," said Chapman, a
6-foot-4 sophomore guard whose previous high was
26 points.
And he was. Chapman hit 12 of 17 from the floor,
including 3 of 5 from three-point range He had eight
points in a 11-3 Wildcat run that held off Mississippi
attar the Rebels had closed to 52-50 with 13:06
remaiming
"He was absolutely terrific. He buried them

I shots when they needed them," Ole Miss coach Ed
Murphy said. "He was the difference. Their great
player did what a great player is suppose to do."
"We had a chance to break it open in the Mt half,
but they always seemed to come back with a big
bucket or a three-pointer," Kentucky coach Eddie
Sutton said. "And when they got to within two in the
second half, Rex hit that three-pointer and they
never seemed to get over the hump."
Running its SEC mark to 13-5, Kentucky captured
its fourth title in the last six seasons. The Wildcats
had picked up at least a share of the crown last
Wednesday with an 80-72 victory over Georgia
"They (Kentucky) are a great team," Murphy
said. "They had a championship in front of them and
went out and got it.
"Our kids couldn't play better than they did. They
did a good job and I'm proud of them."
Kentucky, 22-5, never trailed but couldn't shake
((ont'd on page 9)

Louisville win streak ends iri rout by DePaul
ROSEMONT, Ill. ( API — Don't ask Coach Joey
Meyer if his DePaul Blue Demons have peaked
Don't ask Joey Meyer if the 77-58 rout of Louisville
was DePaul's best game of the year.
Leave Meyer and the Blue Demons,led by a determined Rod Strickland and new-found star Stanley
Brundy, alone. Let them finish the regular season at
Marquette next Saturday on a high note before
entering the NCAA playoffs.
"I don't know," said Meyer when asked if Saturday's victory over Louisville which left DePaul at
20-7 and a six-game winning streak, was the best effort of the season "We beat a good team, one that I
would rank among the top 15 in the country."
Strickland scored 19 points, had 12 assists and five
steals. Brundy scored 26 points and had 11 rebounds
to lead the Blue Demons in those two departments
for the third straight game.
With the score tied 9-9, Strickland scored to put
DePaul ahead to stay and then assisted on the next

five baskets as the Blue Demons put together a 12-0
run
Louisville came back with an 8-2 run, but DePaul,
led by Brundy, scored the next 11 points on the way
to a 43-26 halftime lead. That was it.
"All I know is we were 8-4 and went to Notre Dame
and ‘‘on," said Meyer. "Since then, we've gotten
better In each game. But we have to remain hungry.
We can't be satisfied."
Meyer called the victory over Louisville a matter
of "size against quickness." Louisville had the size
but DePaul had the quickness and desire.
Louisville was flat for its final game of the regular
season The Cardinals, champions of the Metro Conference, saw their seven-game winning streak come
to an end and closed at 20-10
Louisville Coach Denny Crum sensed the
situation.
"Coming into the game I thought our biggest pro((oard on page 9)
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College basketball

SCOREBOARD

Duke beats Tar Heels 96-81 to sweep series
By The Associated Press

Duke won the battles, but North
Carolina still won the war for the
Atlantic Coast Conference
regular-season championship.
While severat, conference tournaments already were under way,
ninth-ranked Duke t2ok a threegame losing streak into its game
Sunday with the No. 6 Tar Heels,
who already had clinched the ACC
crown. The Blue Devils were
determined to sweep the season
series with their cross-state rivals.
We came in with one focal
point — that was beating
Carolina," Duke's Kevin
Strickland said after scoring 17 of
his 24 points in the second half of a
96-81 victory "It wasn't just
because it was Carolina ... it could
have been anybody."
In other games Sunday, No. 7
Pittsburgh beat No. 12 Syracuse
85-84; No. 1 Temple routed Duquesne 77-57 in an Atlantic 10
quarterfinal tournament game; Illinois beat No. 11 Iowa 94-81; No.

14 Bradley beat Creighton 101-77 in
the Missouri Valley Conference
semifinals; No. 16 North Carolina
State defeated Wake Forest 86-82;
No, 18 Loyola-Marymount beat
Pepperdine 109-106 in the West
Coast Athletic Conference
semifinals; and No. 20 Xavier edged Butler 71-70.
On Saturday, second-ranked
Purdue clinched the Big Ten title
and an NCAA berth with an 80-67
victory over Michigan; No. 3
Arizona beat Washington 89-71;
No. 4 Oklahoma crushed Nebraska
113-93; No. 8 Kentucky beat
Mississippi 78-71; No. 13 Georgia
Tech bowed to Clemson 97-84 in
double overtime; Bradley beat Indiana State 93-74 in the MVC tournament; No. 15 Brigham Young
lost to Texas-El Paso 83-80 in double overtime; No. 18 LoyolaMarymourd outlasted Portland
110-104 in the opening round of the
WCAC; and No. 19 Vanderbilt was
beaten by Mississippi State 73-68.

Sunday's Top Ten Games:
No. 1 Temple 77
Duquesne 57
Mark Macon, the Atlantic 10
Conference's Freshman of the
Year, scored 28 points in Temple's
easy win over Duquesne in the
Atlantic 10 quarterfinals.
No. 7 Pittsburgh 85
No. 12 Syracuse 84
Junior Jerome Lane scored 18 of
his career-high 29 points in the
first half and finished with 15 as
Pitt won its first regular-season
Big East title.
Saturday's Top Ten Games
No.2 Purdue 80
No. 10 Michigan 87
Purdue won its first undisputed
Big Ten title since 1969 as center
MelvirsifiloCants scored a careerhigh 24 points against Michigan.
No. 3 Arizona 89
Washington 71
Sean Elliott scored 25 as Arizona
completed a 16-0 season at home to
take a 28-2 record into the Pac-10-

tournament. The Wildcats, 17-1 in
the conference, tied Oregon
State's 1981 team for the most
league victories in a season.
No.4 Oklahoma 113
Nebraska 93
Harvey Grant scored 26 points
as Oklahoma won the Big Eight title with a 12-2 conference record,
27-3 overall.

1-1()\‘ I hey Ii

(I

1 Temple (27.11 beat St Joseph's 75-62
beat Duquesne 77-7
2 Purdue 126-21 beat Wisconsin 84-56, beat
No 10 Michigan 80-67
3. Arizona i 28-2, beat Washington State
79-41, beat Washington 89-71.
4. Oklahoma 27,3 lost to Missouri 113.90,
OT, beat Nebraska 113-93.
5. Nevada-Las Vegas I 20-4) lost to Long
Beach State 79-77, beat New Mexico State
86-68
6 North Carolina I 22-5) beat NO 13
Georgia Tech 97-80. lost to No S Duke 96-81.
7 Pittaburgh 122-5, beat Boston College
87-79. lost to Seton Hall 83-79, beat No. 12
Syracuse 85-84
8 Kentucky (22-5, beat Georgia 80-72. beat
Mississippi 78.71.
9 Duke 121-61 lost to Clemson 79-77. beat
No 6 North Carolina 96-411
10 Michigan 1234) beat Northwestern
105-67 lost to No 2 Purdue 80-67

Marshals hit boards in second half...
Hall then scored on a putback : bucket at 52-41 lead. Cothran then
(('onrd from pare 8)
for a 43-36 lead. Payne gave Mur- rebounded ind scored on a free
Hornbuckle then scored on a
ray a free throw, followed by a throw with 1:23 left, and Cross
dunking putback, but Hall scored
again from the lane for the 39-36 Hall free throw for Marshall to ended the scoring with a back-door
keep the seven-point difference.
bucket for the 55-41 final.
MCHS lead at the end of the third
Payne scored from outside for
quarter.
"Our kids did a great job,"
Murray, but Cross, who scored Miller
Cross scored on a shot from the
said. "We really felt like we
fourth
hip tnupen the fourth with a 41-36 eight of his 15 points in the
were
going
to wins _but they just-lead, and the Tigers lost-the ball quarter, answered for Marshall. started killing us on the boards
out of bounds, won it back on a Hall rebounded and Langhi scored and we had some shots that
held ball, then lost it again on a on a putback for a 48-39 lead.
wouldn't fall.
Hornbuckle's basket kept MurBeth steal for Marshall, who miss"But we weren't going to let
ray within reach at 48-41, but
ed two free throws and a putback
but got the ball back when Murray Cross scored from the corner and them out-hustle us, and I don't
"Hall rebounded to set up a Cothran think they did," Miller added.
missed on their end

The Tigers held Marshall
guards Cothran and Beth to nine
points after they had combined for
39 against Mayfield in the tournament opener, but the MCHS front
line of Hall, Cross and Langhi took
up the slack with 46 combined
points.
Murray advances to the First
Region tournament as the district
runners-up. The 12-11 Tigers take
on the 22-4 Hickman County
Falcons tonight at Graves County
High School, beginning at 8 p.m.

Chapman as career high 29.

••

(Cont'd from page 8)
Mississippi, 12-15 and 6-12. until
the final minutes, mostly because
of a 31-point performance by
senior guard Rod Barnes
Ole Miss didn't go quietly

Barnes and Charles Prater hit
three-point baskets to pull the
Rebels to 63-60 with 8:25 left
C'hapman's basket and a threepoint play by Winston Bennett
stretched the margin to eight

again and Ole Miss never got
closer than five.
Kentucky built a 12-point lead
124-121 midway in the first half
with the help of technical fouls two
seconds apart called against

Louisville win streak ends...
(Coat'd from page 8)
blem would be our mental attitude." said Crum, whose team
now has to play in the Metro Conference Tournament ''DePaul
wanted the game more than we
did.
"Our attitude was not what it
should have been on the road
against a good team." said Crum
-Our guys weren't ready to play.
DePaul outplayed us in every way
a team could outplay us."
Crum felt there was a reason for
the letdown.
"We were 1-3 in our conference
and then we won eight in a row,"
said Crum. "We had to be mentally tough and ready for every one of
those games. You can do that only
so much. Once we wrapped up the
conference, we went boom
"Maybe this will shake us up a
bit and get us into the right frame
of mind." said Crum, whose taller
Cardinals were outrebounded by
DePaul 34-28
Pervis Ellison led Louisville
with 13 points, LaBradford Smith
had 12 and reserve Felton Spencer
10. But with four minutes left in
the game and the issue beyond
doubt, Louisville didn't have a

scorer in double figures.
Asked about Strickland's play,
Crum said, "Rod Strickland does
that to everybody. We're not unique in that respect. He's a great
basketball player. He can score
and he's smart."
Strickland wasn't talking
because of previous incidents
which he felt were blown out of
proportion by the media, but Brundy was ready.
Brundy carries a mere 14.0 scoring average but he has had 30. 31
and 26 points, respectively, in the

All-OVC...
(Cont'd from page 8)
in a row if he could follow up in his
final season. Les Taylor won the
award in 1971-72 and 1972-73.
For now, however, Martin said
he will keep the award in the back
of his mind and devote his efforts
in winning the conference
tournament.
"I can't worry about it. It's an
honor like all the other honors I've
won,- Martin said. "You enjoy it
for a moment, then don't let it
distract you from what you're
really trying to achieve."

Marshall County downs Mayfield
for girls' Fourth District crown

4
4-4111
,
glelliejlit
i

"amillir

76.14378
044
Jacobs Bowling Open

802442455S

Mississippi opens SEC play
Thursday night against Alabama.
Kentucky faces the MississippiAlabama winner in a game Friday
night.

MSU not in violation of rules
A report in Saturday's Ledger and Times indicated that the Murray
State's women's basketball team was in violation of NCAA rules
when it played 28 regular-season games and were therefore
withdrawing from the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament.
Murray State was not in violation of NCAA standards by playing 28
games The Lady Racers withdrew from the OVC Tournament to
avoid an NCA.A rules infraction. The Lady Racers ended their season
at 21-7 and are still eligible for an at-large bid in the NCAA or NIT
tournaments.
MSU, which has been scheduling 28 regular-season games for four
years, did violate NCAA regulations when the Lady Racers participated in last year's OVC Tournament. Athletic Director Michael
Strickland, however, said that the school will report the violation to
the NCAA, hoping for leniency on the basis that Murray State was
unclear on the number of games allowed.

Telm is

floor. Mayfield could never
recover from the 28-11 halftime
deficit
Marshall's Stephanie Gossum
led all scorers with 19 points while
Alicia Sells added 10. Mayfield
was led by Mel Whaley's 13 points.
Both teams advance to this
week's regional tournament action at Graves County High
School.

That's
State Farm
insurance."

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
AIPAMO

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices BloomingAn Illinois

Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divialaa
SI
L Pct.
Boston
41 19
683
Washington
25 32
439
24 33
New York
421
Philadelphia
21 34
414
New Jersey
15 12
263
Central Division
Detroit
38 19
687
Atlanta
35 22
614
Chicago
33 25
589
Milwaukee
31 25
554
29 29
Indiana
500
Cleveland
26 31
475
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
SI
L Pct.
Dall
40 18
690
Denver
36 21
632
Houston
34 23 .596
Utah
31 26
.544
22 33
San Antonio
400

sacrament°
GB
145,
15's
16
244,

3
5is
84,
914

GB

55,
85s
165,

17 41
293
Pacific Divisloa
x.L A Lakers
47 10
825
Portland
36 21
692
SeatUe
30 29
54181
Phoenix
17 40
208
Golden State
14 42
250
L A Clippers
12 44
214
a-clinched pLayoff berth
Saturday Ganieri
New Jersey 94, New York 85
Washington 101 Detroit 97
Milwaukee 104, Atlanta 101
Chicago 100, Los Angeles Clippers 76
Houston 105, Sacramento 94
Utah 125, San Antonio 106
Portland 123. Golden State 117
Denver 115. Seattle 11:4
Sunday's Games
Boston 127, Cleveland 98
Los Angeles 108, Dallas 87
Philadelphia 105 Indiana 100
Detroit. 109, Milwaukee 98

23
—
11
18
30
32',
3.4',

SATURDAY'S GAMES
BOYS
4th District
Marshall Co 55. Murray 51 F
10th District
Drakeboro 63 Central City 62 IF
Itth District
McLean Co 69, Grayson Cc. 52 IF/
17th District
Elizabethtown. 51, E Hardin 48 IF)
• 114th District
L.aRue CO-61: Bart Co 790T
19th District
Bardstown 84. Nelson Co. 50 1Fi
tOth District
Adair Co 71, Marion Co 67 (F
28th District
Lou Ballard 94. Lou
astern 77 IF)
91st District
Carroll Co 67, Oldham Co 64 'F)
33rd District
St Henry 79, Eclanger Lloyd 64 IF I
34th District
,.,Holy Cross 63. Dixie Heights 60 iF)
, 37th District
Bourbon Co 74. Nicholas Co 58 IF
311th District •
Deming 77. Bracken Co 61 (,F)
39th District
Maysville 96, Tollesboro 63 IF )
40th District
Montgomery Co 78. Clark Co. 68 F
43rd District
Lex. Bryan Station 63. Lex. Henry Clay 61
IF,
44th District
Berea 78. Madison Cent 75 OT IF'
50th District
Knox Cent 92, Ccrrb.n 76 F
58th District
McDowell 73. Betsy Layne 67 IF
• 50th District'
Virg* 64, Pikeville 55 (Fi
40th District
Belfry 54 Phelps 48 ,F
GIRLS
3rd District
Graves Co. 50, Ballard Memorial 49(F
4th District
Marshall Co 62, Mayfield 34 F
5th (Nitric*
Lyon Co 43. Cali.ell Oa 41 IF
9th District
Owensboro 75. Daviess Co 26 49')
10611 District

Hughes-Kirk 51. Drakesboro 39 IF
13th District
Logan Co 62, Todd Cent. 59 4 F)
Ilith District
Monroe Co 51. Cumberland Co. 47 IF)
17th District
Meade Co. 56, E. Hardin 48 i F
111th District
Green Co. 54, Hart Co 39)F )
1918 District
Nelson Co. 52, Bards Bethlehem 49
20th District
Marion Co. 58, Taylor Co 43 iF
With District
Lou. Ballard 76, Lou Sacred Heart 58 (F1
2918 District
Bullitt E. 55. N Bullitt 35 F.
31st District
Carroll Co 53, Oldham Co. 42F)
33rd District
Boor.e Co. 83, Conner 62 F
34th District
Notre Dame 39. Holy Cross 35 F
3518 District
Coy -Holmes 58, Newport Cent Cath 46
,
30th District
Bishop Brossart 56. Silver Grove 44 IF
4018 District
Clark Co 77 Montgomery Co. 37 (F1
43rd District
Lea Henry Clay 63. Lex Bryan Station 5:
F
44th District
Richmond Madison 55, Richmond Model 39
IF)
47th District
•
Wayne Co 48. Russell Co 45
4818 District
Laurel Co 47, Pulaski Co 44 /
5018 District
Corbin 54. Knox Cent 53 I F
51st District
Bell Co 54, Middlesboro 41 F
53rd District
Fleming-Neon 49, Whitesburg 36 IF
5418 District
MC Napier 62. Hazard 54 IF
55611 District
Breathitt Co 55, Knott Cent 53 F
5818 District
Betsy Layne 52_ Wheelwright 47
Seth District
Dorton 75, Pikeville 56 I F
ella District
1/PhelpirilD, Elkhorn City 47 F

By The •Associated Press
Here are the boys' high school basketball
regional pairings Local times prevail

By The Awbod•Ised Press
Here are the girls high school basketball
regional pairings Local times prevail
tot Region
At Graves County '
Wednesday — Graves' County (22-31 vs.
Paducah TUghrnan I 16.71,6- 30 pm.Marshall County (24-1) vs Fulton City 18-15), 8

1st Region
At Graves County
Monday — Paducah Tilghman (16101 Vs
Paducah St
Mary '14-13,, 6'30 p.m ,
Hickman County I 22-41 vs Murray i1.2-11ii,
pro
Tuesday _ — Graves County (21.7) vs
Marshall Coon
Reldland 113-10.6 30 p m
ty 23-24 vs Carlisle County (16.12). 8 p m
Friday — Upper bracket semifinal. 6 30
p m lower-bracket semifinal, C p m
Saturday - Final 7 30 p ni

(F.)

m
Thursday — Hickman County 19-121 vs.
Ballard County 117.44). 630 pm,Heath
113-7 , vs Mayfield 110-141, 8 p m
Monday, March 14 — Upper -bracket
semifinal, 6 30 p.m . lower-bracket
!semifinal. 8 p m.
Tuesday. March 15 — Final. 7 30 p m

Lorry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
759-9888

The Dale Carnegie Course
has one underlying purpose...
To help men and women

The Murray State men's tennis
team dropped three consecutive
tournament matches over the
weekend, losing to Northern Illinois and Auburn Saturday ,and
host Indiana University Sunday.
The Racers lost 5-4 to Northern
Illinois, with the match decided by
the No. 3 doubles match in which
Murray lost 7-5 after leading 5-2.
Auburn then defeated Murray
6-0 and Indiana whitewashed the
Racers 9-0 on Sunday.
The Racers. now 3-6 overall,
take a four-match road trip
through spring break, travelling to

U.K. BASKETBALL FANS!
Tune in to Channel 34

"CATS 42f COX 4)21, COMBS"

Middle Tennessee on March 14,
Alabama on the 15th, University of
Alabama-Birmingham on the 16th
and at Vanderbilt on the 17th.
Murray will then play nine of the
next ten matches at home.

HOMEMENT
EPLACE
R COST
GUARANTEE
We can add this valuable
feature to your Homeowners
policy for only $4 a year
With this Guarantee, you'll be
assured that regardless of
your policy limit at time of
loss, you'll be paid the full
current cost of repairing or
replacirm your home Call us
today

Aired This Week
Due To The Playoffs On:

A'

Buchanan Feed & Seed
Industrial Drive
March 17 11:00 Noon

Bennett finished with 14 and
Lock 13 for Kentucky, while
Prater had 18 and freshmen Tim
Jumper 11 for Ole Miss.

Lady Racer report

for the weekly
/ LIVE FISH
or
STOCKING PONDS

Kentucky shot 62.5 percent from
the floor, and edged smaller Ole
Miss 30-29 on the board with Bennett and Rob Lock grabbing six
each.

Racers lose three at Indiana

Local basketball

Mayfield's upset hopes and winning streak came to an end Saturday night at Marshall County in
the finals of the girls' Fourth
District Tournament as the eighttime defending regional champion
Marshall County Lady Marshals
posted a 62-34 victory over the
Lady Cardinals.
Mayfield, who upset Calloway
County for their fifth straight win
to gain entry into the finals, battled Marshall tough for one quarter,
trailing only 12-7.
But the Lady Marshals
outscored Mayfield 14-4 in the second quarter as the Lady Cardinals missed all 11 shots from the

last three games and has also topped the team in rebounding each
time.
"Concentration," said the 6-7
junior leaper from Los Angeles.
always get going for the big
games."

Barnes and the Ole Miss bench.

'Good service,
good coverage,
good price-

Wed-March 9th at 7:30 p.m.
Ar

Thurs. March 10th at 5:30 817:30 p.m.

Purdom Thurman
McNutt Insuranc•
40' Maple

Southsids Ct Sq

./Er!

753-1151

State Auto
Insurance
Companies

achieve more with their lives.
The Dale Carnegie Course' is based on the premise that virtually everyone has far more potential ability than they ever use.
In fact, most people have much more capacity' for successful
achievement than they even recognize. But once they can see
-themselves in perspective. once they realize that they do indeed
have an abundance of unused talent and ability, then they are at
the threshold of an exciting, new adventure in their lives:.
The Dale Carnegie Coursee can help you look within yourself,
to discover more of the wealth of hidden'talents and capabilities
that are already there. It can help you develop those resources into practical and useful skills that you can use every day to achieve
more of the things that are important to you.
Whatever your station in life, one of the important factors in
I our success will he.
•your knowledge and understanding of human
nature. In the Course, you learn to better understand the thoughts,
the feelings, the reactions of people and how to work with them
morc effectively You learn more about the secrets of motivation.
You discover new ways to earn the support and cooperation of
others You learn more about the art of effective communication,
how to express your ideas, your thoughts and feelings more concisely, more effectively
As you participate in the course you acquire a new sense of
well-being, a heightened self-image. You develop a firm and genuine feeling of confidence in yourself and your own abilities. You
.become a more eapable person than you wereibefore, and you
feel it
Demonstration Meeting open to the public, Mondas March
7 p.m., Holiday Inn - Murray. Bring a friend.

Dale Carnegie
Courses
ulU
Presented by

Charles D. Eubank ct Associates, Inc.

C
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Dealt.,

By Abigail
Van Buren

Civil War Sword Reunites
Friends in North and South

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the letter. from Doug Frazeur in
Minnesota who wanted to find
Charlie Wheatley.
My sister-in-law, Kate Bonar,
called from West Virginia saying
she had read Dear Abby that
morning in the Wheeling Intelligence'', and she wondered if I was
the Charlie Wheatley Mr. Frazeur
was looking for.
Well, I am. Doug and I were
college roommates in Orlando, Fla.,
back in the early '70s. At that time
I needed the money, so I sold him
my grandfather's Civil War sword,
and never gave it another moment's
thought. Imagine my surprise and
delight upon learning that The
sword might be returned to me!,.
I'd like to contact Doug per4n.
ally, but I don't know where in
Minnesota he's living. I would
most appreciative if you could help
me.
CHARLES T. WHEATLEY,
RESTON, VA.

tainly did!"
In this world, when we so
often hear, "It's every man for
himself," isn't it nice to know
that there are still people
around like Doug Frazeur?
•••

DEAR ABBY: If I'd known you
were printing a cookbooklet, I'd
have sent you mY "Recipe for
Boiling Water" sooner.
You'd better publish it before
someone else who saw it in our local
paper sends it to you and says she
wrote it:
RECIPE FOR BOILING WATER
by Grace Knipper
. INGREDIENTS: 1 cup water(can
be any temperature under ?12
degrees)
Pour water into 1 quart p
Cover with lid. Place on stove
burner. Wait patiently.
(If patience grows thin, check to
see if burner is lit.)
Do not watch closely, as a
DEAR CHARLES: By the time watched pot never boils. /
this is published, you and Doug
When boiling, use as needed. If
will have been in touch with your first tries are not successful.
each other, and the sword do'n'
ome discouraged, as many
should be on its way to yon.
5*8
wife hears her husband
When I phoned Mr. Frazeur — comp
that she can't boil water.
now a prosperous farmer in
Canby, Minn. — I asked him
DEAR GRACE: Thanks.
why, after all these years, he Every woman who says she
decided to return the sword. He can't boil water will appreciate
replied: "When I'd see it hang- it. And speaking of my cooking on our living room wall, I booklet, the recipe for "Abby's
got to feeling guilty because I Cold Cucumber Soup" calls for 1
knew the sword was a family 1/2 cups dairy sour cream. The
heirloom and really belonged to printer goofed. It should
1
someone in the Wheatley fam- 1/2 quarts dairy sour c be
ily, so I took a chance and wrote That prize recipe came
to you asking if you could help Lois (Mrs. Abe) Ribieoff — a
me And Charlie. And you cer- great lady and super hostess.

K;MEZialt
s

AI CHARLES..IM YOUR

gee Urvted Feature SrIclocate

Leg

1
al
2
1 Ronnie L Boyd am no
longer responsible for '
any debts other than my
own as of 35 88

Notice

2
Notice
6
NTIAT CONCORt,

Help

Wanted

Family Hair Station
now taking appoint
ments for the Wulff
Tanning bed $3 per 30
minutes 436 2714

NANCY

lik4CY DID YOU
04ANGE YOUR. HAIR
OR 50/1AETAIN6
YOU LOOK 5045ATIONAL

c.cr753-9274

TYPESETTER

eftloilet

Wanted

Dr scooter SOcc or less
,n good condition Will
pay reasonable price
t5.3 7435 or 759 1545

Needed
Expenence necessary
Paid vacation. Insurance and retireTent Oenefits

(AMINO Am.* vnercese

IILLI:11132011
ARE YOU LOOKING
DEPRE55EP? 900 DON'T WORK

WANT
TO BUY
Dark Fir. Cured

WHY

Send resume to
P.O. 1040-L,
Murray, Ky.
42071

SYMPATHY
PAINS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
148111 !_1I8
BELIEVE ME, BEETLE,
1H15 HURTS ME MORE
THAW IT 20E5 NADU

BEL IEVE ME, I'LL
TRADE MY HURT
FOR wis Al4Y
PAY

A SOX OF

1 Buddy
4 Redacts
9 The — Gees
12 Saloon stock
13 Eagle s nest
14 Put on years
15 Lances
17 In London
gasoline
19 Dart
21 Italian river
22 Quarrel
25 Obtained
27 Shoshonean
Indian
31 Morsel
32 Amuse
34 Roman 51
35 Chinese
pagoda
36 Ethiopian
title
37 Serve the
purpose
38 Momentous
41 Zodiac sign

42
43
44
45

Judge
Greek letter
Fruit cake
Printer's
measure
47 Great Lake
49 More flexible
53 Models
57 Anglo-Saxon
money
58 Artist s stand
60 Tiny
61 Wager
62 The ones
there
63 Ordinance

DOWN
1 Dance step
2 High
mountain
3 Actress
Michele
4 Nobleman
5 Indicate
6 Negative
prefix

Answer to Previous Puzzle
14T-A

HAS
SIC-0-' 1
ALA 4N
ART
AMI.-11
SORA
TEA
NICE
HEARTS
ROTTEN
EA
ARG'0
ASP.S
STIR—RING
ALONE
LEI
RIA
PRESS I N-G
C et.%
PI PE
PA
SATRAP
PER
N
.P
IRA
TOPII
40 "
ERIE
NON
ELA , N4
'
EXAMS
GET
DOLE]

7 Mr 0 Neill
8 Leak through
9 'Cheers"
locale
10 The self
11 Lamprey
18 Nautical

astern
18 Tipsters

slang

20 Small child
22 Not hollow
23 Of highest
quality
I
2
3
4 IIII 6
7
8
10
11
9
24 Near
26 Sets of three
I?
13
14
28 Tantalum
symbol
15
17
29 Downy duck
li
30 The nose
hil
colloq
21
32 Audience
33 Rodent
22 23 24
25
28
WIWI 29
35 Heavy
volumes
39 Hebrew letter
40 Consumed
14
36
41 Los Angeles
il
abbr
VI
38
ill
44 Golf mound
46 Encounter
42
43
48 Unemployed
44
illIII
49 Tennis stroke
.,
45 II
50 Native metal
111
ill
51 Grain
IIii Iill
mum 92 Cheer
52
51
54 Shoemakers
tool
57
55 Meadow
58liii
dli 56 Stitch
il
59 Therefore
61ii

ii

hi

Tell PHANTOM

Situation

753-1916

Full-Time or
Part-Time

C

I HATE

9

Finance& Insurance
Manager

0
1
12
4
e
4

MONDAYS

Help Wanted

EARN LIP TO 57 AN
1 PEOPLE will do
HOUR
We need 20
h ouse cleaning
money motivated in437 4811
div iduals for exciting
2
Notice
new local promotion.
CHILDCARE in Har
New position tor career
JO AN'S Varieties has
Full or part time days
din Experienced, car
minded individual
name brand childrens
or evenings, all
5 Lost and Folind
ing and dependable
Finance insurance or
and iunior spring ar
welcome
No ex
Meals and snacks fur
FOUND
Black puppy perience
automobile
rivals, ladies
sales
a
necessary, we
plus
nished Have openings
with white chest
springwear and chil
train Clear speaking
Call me at 437 4678
but not necessary
markings
No collar voice
dren and ladies bathing
and
reading
CHRISTIAN family will
Found on Coles Cam ability a good
$20,00
must Apply
0
suits at 409t off! Acid
earnplus
do mowing, light haul
pground Road. March
ng potentials Sencl
now for immediate
washed igans and
.ng, and house cleaning
4th
Call 753 9592 or work. Southside
overalls, 9 months 7
Shop
resume to P. & I.
Prices reasonable 492
762 3809 (work)
ping Center, 616 S 12th
years. Layaways
8899
Illatsaeor P.O. Son
LOST East of Green St . Suite 103,
available. Jo An's
Plain Church. 1 year old 10A M 4P.M
GENERAL house and
1040-A, Murray, Ky.
Varieties on the square,
39
Beagle named "Dee r
office cleaning 6 years
753-9569.
ARK
excellent
money
mine.
and all
Jay" Also, 2 year old work
e xperience
Re
at home, start NOW hiring Govern
black coon dog named your
ment sobs, skilled and terences 759 1578
HAPPY
own business, or
CANCER
"Blackie" Call 492 8878
For current 1 will keep and care for
do assembly work, unskilled
BIRTHDAY
or 75.3 5018 Reward
list of lobs 8. application a lady in my home in
INSURANCE
jewelry, toys & others
Hazel
Experienced
Call today for info) Call (6021 995 0687 ext
KEN
No Age limit to apply.
6
Help Wanted
Good references 492
1323
1 305 744 3488 (toll re
If your present policy
I love you
/ EXPERIENCE t5 fundable) Ext W 887 CLAN Mills has several 8510
is over 5 years old, it
cooks, 2 experienced 24hrs
immediate openings for POSITION to sit with
Wendy
may not cover some
waitresses—Top pay EARN excellent
telephone salespeople
elderly
Will stay all
money
of
the
newer
plus good bonus to in home assembly work.
No experience neces day, 5 days a week
treatments such as
above average em • Jewelry, toys & others
sary
Morning and Home on weekends
chemotherapy. For
TRANSFER your 8MM polyees Apply in per Start your own busiN. evening shifts avatla Call ,753 1334 Have
son after 12 noon
free information call
ble Also, need someone references
home movies to video
ness.- Call today! 1 518
Kentucky Lake Lodge 459:3535 itoll
for light delivery work
tape $350 per 50 ft
WILL babysit infant in
Jerry McConnell
Restaurant, Hwy 68 & refundable) ex?
Apply to Jack drown, own home Hazel area
reel tape included
B973
Insurance
80, Aurora, Ky
Murray Plaza Court Call 497 8372
Also. slides, negatives
24hrs
ATTENTION salesmen GET paid for reading
Hotel, Murray, Ky. WILL
and photographs. Free
753-4199
clean up boats,
2 lob opportunities with books! 5100 pd1r 1011 Monday March 7th,
"free local claim ..nice"
pick up and delivery
cars Price varies 753
reliable
.
firm
M.
SP9P
.M
,
Por
Tuesday
ap
Darnell
Dqnna
_
Call
Write - PASE 1 7J, 16
1481 or 759,11543
Friday 9A M, 1P M
TRANSFER your 8MM Video Production pointment call 492 8806 S. Lincolnway, N
k
or write P 0 Box 671. Aurora, II 60542
6and 5P M
9p..
home movies to video Specialties 759 9246
Murray, Ky 42071
E OE
tape $3.50 per 50 ft.
LIGHT DELIVERY
Instruc
tion
11
P ART TIME help
AUTO MECHANIC B CASH PAID DAILY
reel, tape included.
needed in local phar
High school graduate. Local deliveries,
Free pick up and deliv ,
cc
macy Send resume to
GED, or vocational onomy vehicle and neat
ery. Call Donna Dar
Make
training
Box 1040 D
P 0
nell, Video Production
required
3 appearance a must
$ss
Murray, KY 42071
years of experience in Apply now for immedi
Specialties 759-9246.
$ss
automotive, repair shop ate work
Southside PAR T; time female re
THE Gold Nugget,
$sssmssss
or service station Will Shopping Center, 616
5 staurant help Night
$isssssssIsssssss
south side of square.
be required to preform 12th St
weekends and some
Suite 103
ssss
Mayfield, Ky. 247.6762.
sss
ssss
maintenance and repair 10A M 4P M
days Apply in person- TRAVEL AGENT
ssss
sss
Diamonds, black hills
ssss of automobiles, trucks, NEED
a lob" 4 openings B ig Apple Cafe
TOUR GUIDE
ssss
sss
gold, 14kt. gold chains
light machinery, and now.
Puryear,
Tn
.between
You may qualify
Issss$585585$
AIRLINE RESERVATiONisT
"We sell for less!" "We
heavy equipment in
11
30A
M.
7P
M.
,
if (1lyou do not have
$535855S55S5S
guarantee it." Jimmy
accoraance with stan
ttme part
GED or your high RECEPTTONTST 8.
SSS
Thompson Jeweler
dard practices of the
time Train on live airline
general office work. Send
otOltima,
17)
Sch001
you
555
SUS
trade Salary 85 06 per
computers Nome study and
have been out of school resume to P 0 Box 1223
SSSS
$SS
$US
hour 40 hours per week.
resident truing Financial
9 months or more (3) Murray, KY
SSSS
$SS
Wolff
Apply at Personnel
$5555SS5558S5585S
you are between ages 16 RETAIL Sales
aid a% &liable Job placement
Services,
Sparks
Hall,
Suntan 300
Greenhouse and sates
$155SSSSS51 & 21 We are a EOE
assistanee Sabana: Hckers
Murray State Univers
$SS
This project is funded, lot work, full time
minutes for $23
Lighthouse Pt Ft.
ity,
Murray,
KY
42071
Si,
Ex
by the Western Ky. Hours flexible
Mr. beds Dinh-in stereo ions
E.0 E , M, F
it T TH011 "aHhSH
Private Industry perience preferred 753
With Classified
dsgitol timer Stek oreo
1SODYMAN with af Cuncil- • • TPA-,
. ,,'e I) '
,III
• Call-• r•ttlt I
least 5 years of ex- J .T P A Out Of School . RN Director of Nursing
perience Contact Tim 753 9378 between 8 30
needed for 118 coed fac i
Tracy at Collision Rep 17 00 5 davs a week
ity Experience preferred
air Specialist, 404 N 4th
stiSTRuCTION
but not absolutely neces
St , 753 5799
sari,' Must have strong
DUE to enlarging our Experienced Nurses supervisory manage
WHO TOLD YOU THAT
restaurant we need to
ment and nursing skills
&des nissochsd for ell
add to our staff If you
Excellent benefits & •tap impore'..
shifts.
are interested please
chance for advancement •,•••41•0
bar C.4.11,11corta
,
contact Terry Mullins
Apply in person at • u• pee •••••
Apply at
at T.1 s Bar El 0 be
1/011•0119
Oakvrew
Manor
Hwy 62
Wootylow Nursing
•Pi••••••1.1 D•••
tween 1 30 4 30P M ,
East. Calvert City, Ky,__ •
Inn•neile
HOMO, Murray, Ky.
Monday Friday
No
E 0 E . AAFHV
4•401•61.
phone calls please
SALES person for outs
ALLAANCE
,
macro* MAKIN
ide sales Must have
(A.('
1,1
computer experience
•
and successful sales
• 141011
record Salary base plus
commission Send re
sume to CBM Compu
ter Center. 314 Main Si
14
Want to 8u y
Murray. KY 47071
JUNK" cars and trucks
A Sk for Larry 753 3633
FAIR of gravity boots
'53 2266
WANTED Used moped

"
k-V
icti
r
te

6

)

NEW Ri6HT FIELDER ..i'VE
NEARG THAT YOU HAVE
SORT OF A WEIRP TEAM...

"
17()6M DOOGA!
0006Af_sr-

CLASSIFIED

id

lii liiUNiiii
ii
III

iii

Tobacco Base
Call:
492-8366
After 3 p.m.
16 Home Furnishings
1 VICTORIAN sofa and
recliner for sale 733
Riley Court. Murray
Monday through Fri
day, 8A M 10P M
OAK twin beds, box
springs and mattresses
Clean, excellent condi
tion 8700 437 4791
19

Fatm Equipment

197 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, model 1066 Call
753 5596
ALLIS Chalmers 0 14,
tractor, wide front,
plows, disc, cultivator
(front mount), bushhog,
corn drill Also, pond
scoop and sub !Loiter
492 8774
ANTTQUE tractors,
several different styles.
some on steel wheels
435 44439 or 435 4374
2 2

Musical

roR

sale
Spinet
console piano bargain
Wanted
responsible
party to take over low
monthly payments on
Spinet piano
See
locally
Call 1 800 377
3345 ext 102
USED upright grand
piano Call 753 5764
between 4 8P M
24

Miscellaneous
To cu Fr Kelvinator

upright freezer, good
condition 1100 753 9453
/ PROM dresses size 7
& 9 Reasonabty priced
Call after 5P M
753 3672.
4x8 ARROW sign
Danny's Gas Mart, 608
4th St
4xI3 -FLATbed Trailer
Danny's Gas Mart, 608
4th St
ALUMINUM extension
ladders 14' 839.99. 16'
$4.
1 99, 20' 15999. 24'
$7 99, 28' $9999 Wallin
H rdware, Downtown,
Paris

MONDAY, MARCH 7, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
24

Miscellaneous

26

TV -Radio

32

Apts

for

Rent

46

Homes

Murray Ledger & Times

for

Sale

49

Used

Cars

LEASE TO OWN 25" 1 BEDROOM duplex PO
sale
3 bedroom
console TV with remote, apartment. Stove and home in country, about
$53 a month. Murray refrigerator furnished. 12 miles east of Murray.
Available now. $135 per Central gas heat and
Rental & Sales. 753 8201.
month plus deposit. air, good well. Call
LEASE TO OWN 19'
753 4845 days, 435 4181 753-5980.
ANTIQUE diamond color TV, $28 a month
cluster ring, reasonably Murray Rental & Sales. evenings.
FOR sale. New house
1 BEDROOM apart• located in Merrywood
priced 753 9458
7538201.
ment, refrigerator, Subdivision just off of
AUTOMATIC Maytag LEASE TO OWN Wir
washer and Frigidaire eless remote VCR, $32 a dishwasher, stove, Benton Bypass to
dryer, $150 753 5159
month
Murray Rental garbage disposal in Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
Northwood. $245 per baths, double garage 1975 OLDSMOBILE
BRAND gee KelvInator & Sales 753 8201
month. 759 4406
stove, almthd color, used
with electric opener, station wagon $700 or
protection
ONE bedroom apar
built in bookcase, large best offer. 762-6102.
3 months Spotless. $275 ZENITH 40
screen
stereo
T.V.,
$1,950
tments,
South
4th
St.
753 0571.
wood deck, plus over 800 1976 FORD Granada,
CHILDRENS Easter Zenith 35'; stereo digital Deposit required. sq. ft. of storage area. 57,xxx actual miles,
Phone 759 1164.
Call 527 9192 for local car, new tires,
clothes
Boys suits, T V wittadirect view plc
battery and shocks, no
sizes 4, 5 & b. Girls ture tube, $2,595. Zenith FURNISHED apart- appointment.
31" stereo digital TV. ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms. NOUSE with full rust, excellent condidresses, size 3T. 759
With direct view picture
No children
No pets.. basement and 5 acres, tion. $1600. 753-0530
9921.
tube, $1,695, Tucker TV., Zimmerman Apart- in country. $16,500. Call after AP.M.
FIREWOOD for sale.
1914 Coldwater Rd., 753
ments, South 16th St., 436-2596.
197 FORD LTD, $700
437 4667.
2900.
753 6609,
IN Canterbury Estates- Danny's Gas Marl, 608
FIREWOOD for sale
LARGE 1 bedroom 3 bedroom, 2 bath, great S. 4th St.
Also, tree removing 30 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
apartment. Stove, re
room and fenced back 1978 BUICK Regal,
years experience 436
1971 ATLANTIC, 17x65, frigerator, air, plenty of yard. Call 753-4801 after 55,000 actual miles.
2758 or 436 2562
privacy and parking, 3P.M
AM/FM stereo sadio,
Seasoned good condititin, $3800. near
hospital No pets. SMALL 2 bedroom cruise, tilt steering, air
Call 753 2519 or 759 1929.
Oak
Delivered and
per
month.
$150
14x72 CLAYTON
house close to campus, conditioning. PS, PB,
stacked or you pick up. 1981
759 1987
mobile home, 2 bed
gas furnace, new vinyl factory mag wheels,
Charles Barnett 753
apts.
Nor
room, 1 bath, large MUR Cal
siding. $20,000. For vinyl roof. Excellent
5476
kitchen, large living thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR. more information call condition. $2,800. 395GIC,SON log slitter, 5Hr
.
Now renting. Equal 753 5980.
7986
Briggs & Stratton mo room with fireplace
Housing Opportunity.
heat
Central
electric
1978 GRAND Prix Pontor, 13 ton capacity, belt
759 /984
and air, washer and
tiac, locally owned,
drive, excellent condi
dryer hook up, partially TAKING applications
excellent condition.
tion
753 7783 after
furnished. In trailer
$2500. 753 9357 after
for Section 8. Rent
5P.M.
park in town. $10,000
5P.M.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
LARGE, large, large
firm
Must see to op
1979 MERCURY
Elf?
Apply Hilldale
Spring Special
selection of storage
preciate 436 2173 after Apts , .Hardin, Ky.
Cougar. Call after
buildings in stock for
Now througe AprIl let we ere
6P M
5P.M. 759 1192.
Equal Housing
immediate delivery
offering • special rate of 5%
1979 WHITE Firebird,
Acree Portable 1982 RIVER Oaks mobile Opportunity
over cost on any new maidengood condition. Call
tar or commercial construction
Buildings, Mayfield, home, 14x65, on 2/3 acre
lot
with
several
for Rent
trees,
2
34
Houses
O'er $40.000
after 4P.M. 753-0444.
Ky 502 247 7831
bedrooms, 1 bath, excel
it you are interested in
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
MARTIN houses d lent
buidng "11C1111' teke echentegi
Need An Extra Car
condition City warier,
room, $19 49, 12 room,
brick home with central
of this limited offer
sat dish and receiver,
For A Few Days?
heat
and
air,
carpeted
$29 99, 18 room, 844.99, 10x12 storage building
living and dinning area.
24 room, $59.99. 14'
R.•..1 F.
Green
Bruce
Giro.. Al
Located on south end Old
Large den and kitchen
telescoping pole S19.99.
Building
DWAIN TAYLOR
;Flint Church Rd right off
Wallin Hardware,
with dishwashers dis
641 After 5p.m 437 4442.
Contractors Inc.
CHEVROLET. INC.
downtown, Paris, Tn
posal, stove and re
1985 BUCA EER 1403, frigerator, plus other
MEMBERSHIP in
753-8343
502-753-2617
3 bedroom, 2 full baths, conveniences $400 per
Pirates Cove Resort
washer and dryer, cen
month plus deposit. No
$5000 Serious offers tral heat and
1980 FORD Granada, 4
air and
pets Call 753 4845 days.
only 753 6298
door, dark blue, good
much more This home 435 /181 evenings and
New
House
MINOLTA EP2501, is the top of the line,
running condition,
For Sale
copy machine; 1 year sold for $71,000 new, weekends
automatic 6 cylinder,
old 753 3506
power steering, air
'pp l)
.q ft under roof 9
selling for 516,500. 437
36 For Rent or Lease
conditioning. S895 759
RUBBER bed mats for 4455 or 753 3406
bedrooms 2 full baths 2 car
1559.
makes of pick up
garage central heat and air
Key Minitrucks Stokes Tractor 28 Mod* Homes for Rent
1982 RED Z 28 Camaro,
city w•ter, sewer, and
753 1319
new tires, PW, PS, PB,
natural gas Reduced
7 OR 3 BR, furnished or
Warehouses
we Serious buyers only
rear defrost, AM/FM
SEASONED firewood, unfurnished, some new
Hwy. 121 South
stereo, sharp car 492
$50 2 ricks, delivered
furniture, natural gas
8617
436 2778
air con
electric
753-5502 If no answer
Bruce Green
1983 CHYSLER Fifth
SERVICE all brands of ditioned
Shady Oaks
7534078, 753-0996
Avenue, excellent con
chain saws Also, 3 and 753 5209
Building
dition, fully equipped,
4 wheelers
Stokes NORTHWIND Mobile
Inc.
Contractors
leather interior, 61,000
Tractor, Industrial Home Park on North 1 HOUSE trailer lof
within 1/4 mile of city
miles, 1 owner. Call
Road
16th Street now has with city
753-8343
water Deposit
753-3249.
TILLERS, 5HP Briggs trailer lots for rent
required
Phone 759
1984 FIERO, AM/FM
and Stratton engine, 753 9866
1164
stereo, automatic, sun
chain drive. $289 99 in TRAILER for rent Re
47
Motorcycles
roof, cruise, white. Ascarton
Wallin Hard
ferences please Call 37 Livestock Supplies
1979 YAMAHA XS 11 king *5300. 759 1030
ware, Downtown, Paris
Dill's Trailer Court 759
Special
with
tarring
&
BAY horse with saddle,
after 5.30P.M.
USED 55 gallon drums
1577
blanket, briddle Two lowers Needs riding. 1984 REGAL Limited, 4
very good r- ondition
$800
Call
489
2169.
wheel trailer .4 x7' with
door, loaded. 753 9841.
Stokes Tractor 753 1319
* Four Star *
tilt bed '52 Chevy truck 1990 650 HONDA, 14,000 1984 RENAULT En
MOBILE
HOME
miles,
new
tires,
good core, 58,xxx, 40MPG,
for restore 4 15", 6 hole
25 BUSI11011 Services
wheels with mudder condition Call 759 1959 clean. Days 753 6822;
REPAIR
CET your tax refund
after
4P.M.
tires 436 5648
E roc•
nights 753 1812
aster
We're equipped
981 HARLEY David
REGISTERED Ram
Doors Wrridows
1985 CADILLAC De
to transmit to IRS by
Vin‘ Skirting Gutters
bouillet sheep
Also, son Tour Glide, black, ville, 53,000 miles, extra
computer 'Refunds
excellent condition. nice.
entailed
geese 7531106
759 1084 after
issued in average of 18
Best offer Call 759 4104.
Leveling plumbing
S1MMENTAL and
5P M.
days last year We can
sagged roofs & hoofs
1985
HONDA
200X
Simbrah
bulls
Per
transmit if I do the
1985 CHEVROLET
repiored
wheeler, excellent con
formance & semen
preparation, you or
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
Best prices ouairty
dition
753
2848
Excellent
qual
tested
Now
another preparer
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
Lattice Decks fforn 6200
ity $650 & up. Cadiz,
preparing individual,
AM/FM, tilt. Extra
"Foamy Expareance
48 Auto Services
Ky 522 8794
farm, business and
111.0kling I Sorrkeine
nice! $6800. Call after
TIRES new and used, 5P.M. 753 5279
partnerships
Call
ellob••• Nome*
41 Public Sales
• PtoONE 1.024•244,14•
all makes all sizes
Joyce Noel Tax Service
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
Also, wheels
Your Brougham, low miles,
409 2440 for appoint
price
Hatcher AutO excellent shape, extra
ment, information or 30 Business Rentals
Registered
Sales, 515 S 12th St , sharp. Call 753 8667.
rates
753 4961
Angus
INCOME TAX 1000 FOOT storage or
1985 OLDS Cutlass
PREPARATION Joyce business space on South
Dispersion SaltSalon, loaded, AAA/FM
49
Used Cars
4th St Deposit required
Wright, Ernie Goodg
cassette, T tops, con
Friday.
March
II
Phone
759
1164
1954 BEL AIR, 30,006 sole, dark blue with blue
ion 753 4089, 753 6251 by
12:00 noon
appointment 26 years
original miles, all fac
interior, 1 owner, V-8,
tory, asking $2750 or 39,000 miles. $9250. 753combined experience
Huila, Cows,
best offer 1965 Chevy 0738 after 6P.M.
MIKE Hodge's Tax
On Court Square
t'ahes Blvd &
asking $1500 or best 1985 SUNBIRD, 2 door,
Service offering elec
$150.00
a
month
offer. 753 9414
Open Heifers
tronic filing
Refunds
1 owner, low mileage,
Deposit
Required
1967 MUSTANG, deluxe AM/FM, air, PS, PB, 4
processed in average of
Charles Moon
interior, 289 motor, cylinder 14800. 753 3778
18 days 11 years ex
Call 7834518
F•rm,
per ience
Southside
automatic transmis
Ask for Ted Delaney,
or 527 3032 after 5P M
Fulton, Ky.
Shopping Center, 759
sion, 62,000 miles, good
(502)472-1543
condition 759 1360, af
1425
31
Want to Rent
ter 6P M 753 9826, ask
Now It's
TV
Radio
26
for Chuck
7 OR 3 bedroom home 43.Real Estate
1971 VOLKSWAGON,
10 USED Zenith console & with basement need by
May 1st Call 759 4809
kOPPERUD Realty new motor, tires,
portable color T V s star
of Murray S Fulto,
tong at $35 Call 753 2900
offers ketomplete range shocks, battery and
32
Apts for Rent
after Sp m 753 5702
of Real Estate services muffler $700 Call after
with a wide selection of 5P M 759 1047
19
COLOR Portable, 1 BEDROOM apart
$125 Firm, 25" color
ment, located at 1678 quality homes, all 1975 CHRYSLER New
console, $150 firm
Miller $110 rent and prices 753 1222, toll free Yorker, excellent con
(Both look and play like deposit
Call before 1 800 251 HOME Ext. dition, fully equipped,
New a Used
711L for courteous, new tires and batterylA
7 5 3 7 4 3 9 , 5P M 753 3415
pew)
competent Real Estate 436 2743
GM Executives 8
759 1545
BEDROOM apart
1975 DODGE Dart, I
Program Vehicles
LEASE TO OWN 120 ment, 1/4 mile from service We make buy
ing & selling Real cylinder, automatic
watt stereo system, Campus Water Paid
001-648-31100
ter
you
easy
Estate
transmission with PS,
No pets No children
only *53 per month
Hwy 79 W - Paris
BOB Haley says I've
PB, air 753 3785 after
540 permonth
Murray Rental & SaleS, $15
got buyers I need 6P M
75,3
753 8201
sellers List your pro
perty with me Call me
Become part of a winning team at 489 2166 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651.

1972 FORD Galaxy,
loaded, new tires, very
nice 753 7907.
1975 FORD Maverick
cylinder, automatic,
power and air, good
transportation, $595
Topper for small long
bed pick up, $50. Also,
good boat trailer 489
2595.

1/5 CARAT diamond
earrings for sale Prac
tically brand new Call
Scott Wilson at 753 0586

FIREWOOD

Notice

Building For Rent

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cortilloc, Ire. of
Pons, TN

at Community Hospital

Positions Available:
OR SupervisorRN Wort. (lays weekends nf' OR Mg1 eiperence rroressarri

E.R.- RN's,,[1ttrne positrons on night shift

Newly redecorated emergenr
•001T1 24 hour physician coverage 0-house

CCU-RN's
J 1, rlrhe evening & night positions Newly rode,
.1t1,16.0
,
,t,r 41 care unit Ii 01 1 2 hour Shift available
Flighty oassopedelllve eiallarlas pew Isemeett packager'. On.
Woofed porsonnol call Illaytt•Id 002447-1121 I Ext.
130 *oftoot.
V.-

DIRECTOR, LABORATORY
SERVICES
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
is actively seeking a Director, Laboratory Services This position supervises and coordinates activities of itie clinical laboratory,
blood bank and pathology Qualified applicants must be a registered medical
technologist A.S.C.P.; have five years
previous hospital related management and
clinical experience, have a proven track
record Salary commensurate- with experience For more information contact•
Richard Storts, Personnel Director
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
803 Poplar Murray, Kentuelsy 42071
(802)753-5131 Ext. 413

44

Lots for

Homes for

Used

1986 MAZDA 323 Hatchback, good condition.
753 8810
1987 SUNBVD convertible, like new. PS,
PB, PW, air, tilt, cruise.
753-9841
NEW- information!
Jeeps, cars, axes seized
in cog raids_ Buy from
$19r Call for facts
today (602) 842-1051 ext
1323.
RED HOT bargains!
Drug dealers' cars,
boats, planes repo'd.
Surplus. Your area.
Buyers guide.
(1)80568)6000 Ext S
8155.

Boats -Motors

14 PROCRAFT 6 width
With trailer, 70HP
Evinrude, tilt and trim,
completely overhauled,
2-2260 Lowrence depth
finders, crappie rig,
Johnson trolling motor
2 batteries, 3 pedestal
seats. 1977 Dodge van,
good shape
14'
aluminum boat with
18HP Johnson, controls
and steering with
trailer. 436-2587.

50

Used

Trucks

1980 LOWE aluminum
Bass boat, 70HP Mariner motor, trolling motor and 2 depth finders.
Boat, motor and trailer
ready to go! Call 4365830 after 5P.M.

1969
PB,

FORD

F- I00,

53.

PS,

V-8. Call 753576.4
between .48P.M.
1978 F 100 FORD
PICKUP- solid red, 302
V 8, 'automatic, power
steering, good tires.
753 7809.
1982 DATSUN King Cab
pick up, PS, PB, AC,
62,xxx miles Also, 10
month old male Brittany bird dog. 492-8433.
1983 1/2 NISSAN Sporf
truck, PS, PB, sun roof,
in good condition. $4200
435-4489.

Services

Offered

offering brick and block
driveway and patio
work. Carpentry work
of all. phases. Also,
natural and LP gas
work. Free estimates.
436-5355.
Al TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree service. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chip
AT

ENTERPRISES

per. Call 753-0906.
ALL types of

gravel
auled. Also, slabs and
1983 JEEP Scrambler,
26,000 miles, new tires. fnulch. Reasonable. 435$5500 Can be seen at 413 4291, 437-4402 or 753-0467.
S. 9th St or phone APPLIANCE
SERVILE. KenrpOre,
759 1336
1985 FORD Ranger Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 27 years
pickup. Call 4928566.
1985 5-10 BLAZER, experibnce Parts, and
extra sharp $8800 Call service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Serafter 5P.M. 753 7252.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
1987 SILVERADO, Business 753-4872, 436SWB, PS, PB, PW, PL, 5848 (home).
cruise and air. 753 9841
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
52 Boats-Motors
Tappan, Kelvinator and
15'GLASTRO N Brown. Service on gas
runabout, 1975 model, and electric ranges,
late model 50HP John- microwaves, diSson motor. $1400. 492- hwashers, re8296 days, 753-9519 after frigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7538P.M.
73' HARRIS Flote Boat, 5341.
1984, 70 HP John. BREAKING and disc314-276-4042 work; 314- ing gardens. Yard lan276 4448 home; 436-2871 dscaping. Leveling
driveways and
weekends.
ASTROGLASS. 15' Bass bushhogging. 436 5430
boat, set up for crappie or 75).0659.
fishing, 50HP Mercury BRICK block and conmotor, trolling motor, 2 crete_driveways,
depth finders, excellent sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimbeys.
condition. 753-7185
New and repair. 27
WE buy, sell or trade
years experience. Free
boats, motors, trailers,
estimates. Large or
parts or most anything
small jobs. Charles
marine_ Paris, Tn- 901
Barnett 753-5476.
642 3332

VOe

a •• a

Tues.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 753-2511
(Next to Taco'JOhn'S)

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom

A
.........................
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY

[ Behcd Bunny

Bread 1

*

00

Tram, and Carrier dealer
seiencing
IEF
i whoolTRAM
lncoi,,
Aiupr,,e
,•
yo.•4
forisilsis
• and sorelc•.
and Calloway County
Ii6 melba pup,rir .....rt..•

1102 Cissisinut

Po

=

•

Murray•Calloway County Hospital

753-5131

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

•

Control
753_7588

ison

753 984 1

Center Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Tea Partyr
M F 8-5
•Simulated convertible tops
'Pin
n stripes •Stick on body side molding
•luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

Calloway County Rescue Squad

Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Oene Steel!),
753-6156

753-6952

4121.1-L7a

Your Ad Could Be Here

i

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

Murray Made VI,,ndovi., - Siding I r'n(oog
Downspouts A Gutters - Stiutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today?
416/%5

121 By-Pass

753-8407

4,

row nitts

753-1489 „,..„„..Al
fn. softly,
'
1 lp

CARROLL
Tiro &
14/411,

1

-

753.1916
Hill

Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Neale Backhoe Service
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470
pouse

Abuse

Wheel Alignment, Inc.

•Corrieuterheed 4 Wheel Alignment

t

:2500

*
4/
s
4,
t

Woodworking

•

TING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

from Ft Lauderdale, Florida

mm n

Custom

Phone
753-2571
1

• AN

Jeff Elder & Jack McCuiston

tO

Home

All Types Of

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

BECAUSE SO MOD IS RIDING

(Expire March 15)
S1300
300 min

COLSON

Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SAWDUST, loaded single-axle truck $10.
Shomaker Limber Co.,
Hwy. 21 N, McKenzie,
Tn., 901-352-5777.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
Models. Home & Industrial. Bag closing
machines.' Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753•2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, prun•
ing, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con•
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
421301 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL do plumbing in-mer county . _attorney;
stallation & repairs All
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St, guaranteed. Free esMurray, 753-3153; timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753 1308.
Home, 753-7900.
MOBILE HOME WILL remove all junk
Specialist, Repair, cars. 753-5562.
leveling, underpinning,
56 Free Column
roofs, floors, plumbing
wiring, washing, GARDEN spot, free
hurricane straps. 759- rent. 202 S. 16th St ,
,1850.
753-4416.
Repair.

Murray Home & Auto

44

ON

Foil Weaving& Custom Design
Perms & Precision Cuts
Wolff System Tanning Special

Offered

911

MICHELIN

Specializing

ROCKY

911

call

7

Services

Police

c i.11•Rli'l

would lice to introduce

QUALITY constru=
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
RAMBO'S all appliance
repair. Also, installa
tion. 25 years ex
perience. 753-4663.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

tric heat Priced in the mid 20's

Joyce's Beauty
Salon

53

Dial-A-Service•op

New ItatOg -3 bedroom home located on South
7th Fenceb backyard, small workshop with elec-

MTG/Better Homes
& Gardens 753-4000

53. Services Offered
THORNTON Marble,
certified marble man
ufacturer. 753 5719.
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502 492 8160.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753 6763.
GENERAL repair,
plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work and
wood $25 a rick.' 436-2642
or 436-5895.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile_ 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at. Law. For-

01111wwww„,„..,

?..., 4 u..

Sale

BEDROOM house in
country 18 miles north
on Hwy 1211. Will
consider trade for nice
mobile home $8000
Call 753 9666.
3 BEDROOM, 7 bath
brick home near Ben
ton
Phone 527 9932
after 5P M
CABIN, one mile from
Cypress Springs, needs
some work
Contact
Terry Mullins at 753
8856 or 753 0045 after
1 30P M

52

Cars

Rent the tools you need.
.211 Main
753-8201

7

46

49

Sal,

LAKEVIEW lots of
Pine Bluff Shores
Call
Priced to sell
753 8723
31 ACRES, lake access,
1 mile from Panorama
Shores on Hwy 280, 1/4
mile from lake Perfect
building spot Lots of
Oak and Pine trees.
$10,000 367 8609
BUILDING lots for sale
in Stella, Ky 7539771
LAKE property at
bargain price 8x38 2bedroom trailer on approx 1013.x150' lot Septic,
deepwell with pump,
storage building and
deck, near Bldodriver $6.
000 314 471 6163 days or
314 472 1675 after op m

PAGE 11

1103 Pogue

Murray, Ky.

Hot Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Also dating violence

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER

TIMES

MONDAY, MARCH 7, 1988

YOU OWN IT!
NOT A
LEASE!

BIEL"

THESE LOW PAYMENTS ARE FOR CHEWS
FULLY EQUIPPED, NOT STRIPPED!

CORSICA
• Automatic Transmission
• Air Conditioning
• AM/FM Stereo & Digital
Clock
• Reclining Front Bucket
Seats
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• Dual.Sport Mirrors
• Full Wheel Covers
• Steel Belted Radial Tires
& More
CAVALIER

R$17024

• Air Conditioning
• 5-Spd. Manual
Transmission
• AM/FM Stereo & Digital
Clock
• Reclining Front Bucket
Seats
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• Dual Sport Mirrors
• Body Side Moldings
• Steel Belted Radial Tires
& More

.
mont

$9,052

S-10 PICKUP
• Tahoe Package
• Air Conditioning
• 5-Spd. Manual
Transmission
• AM/FM Stereo & Cassette
• Sliding Rear Window
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• Gages
• Intermittent Wipers
& More
C 1500
• Cheyenne Package
• 4.3 L Engine
• Air Conditioning
• 5 Spd. Manual
• Power Steering
• Power Brakes
• 34 Gal. Fuel Tanks
• Gages & AM Radio
• Intermittent Wipers
• Chrome Rear Step Bumper.
• Body Side Moldings
• Headliner/Aux. Lighting
Pkgs. & More

S-10 Pr IP $1 7617th

$9,4(i8

FULL S.

DIfl

UPS20537
pernt,
$10,7;°10

Payments based on $/.000 down payment, or trade in of equal value. plus tax, title license and destination chorges
at time of delivery. 60
months financing at 120 annual percentage rate plus apphcobie cash
backs assigned to dealership Mfr 's suggested retail price inciuding
options listed Tax. hUe. license, destination charges and other optional equipment extra Availability subiect to ordering
if vehicle Is out of
stock Cash back avai/able when you buy and take delivery from dealer stock by April 30, 1988 on Corsica & Cavalier March
/5. 1988 on
S-10 Pickups. March 31. 1988 on Full SLre Pickups

Good BUY
Neighbor DWAI
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Stars
Murray KY

THE TRUCK OR CAR ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THE STAR!

